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Most foodservice operators do not understand what a standard 
productivity measure is or how it can 'be used; they misinterpret the 
implications of poor performance or superior performance, and use 
labor cost ratios (dollars labor cost divided by dollar sales) as 
productivity measures (Freshwater and Bragg, 1975). Heaton (1977) 
states that in non-profit organizations, budgets are authorizations to 
incur costs without measuring of the results to be achieved. Since 
foodservice operations are only about half as productive as other 
industries, one must wonder whether this problem emanates from poor 
management or from poor measurement. 
Identification of the Problem 
In 1980, the cost of meals served in healthcare institutions rose 
7.9% over 1979 figures. Costs will continue to rise in all areas of 
healthcare in the future, with no concurrent rise in profits due to 
the increase in chronic illness as the population over age 65 contin-
ues to increase (Annual Report: Health Care, 1982). These patients 
require more expensive special diets and care. With third party pay-
ments now comprising 90% of the hospital bill (these include Medicare, 
Medicaid, and private insurance companies), there is a strong influ-
ence on hospitals by the government and private sector to contain 
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costs. The ubiquitous pressures on hospital administrators to control 
costs while maintaining high levels of service lead hospital spokes-
persons to believe that society expects the highest quality of service 
at the lowest cost (Smalley and Freeman, 1966). Obviously, this is 
not possible. There is a point at which output quantity could be 
high enough that quality of food and service and employee satisfac-
tion would have to be sacrificed (Ruf, 1975). A compromise is neces-
sary; this can be accomplished only by maintaining high levels of 
productivity. 
Purpose of the Research 
Management consists of the following functions: 
1. Planning - deciding what to do 
2. Organizing - deciding how to do it 
3. Leading - directing performance 
4. Controlling - evaluating performance 
5. Adapting - deciding what should be changed 
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Szilagyi (1981) lists as performance criteria by which an organization 
may be evaluated and controlled--effectiveness, productivity, effi-
ciency, profit, quality, safety, growth, attendance, retention, satis-
faction, motivation, innovation, adaptability, and development. Sink 
(1983) shortens this list to include effectiveness, efficiency, produc-
tivity, profitability, quality, innovation, and quality of worklife 
(which would include the other factors listed by Szilagyi). Not all 
of these criteria are appropriate for all organizations. In her study 
of productivity in hospital trayline areas, Robertson (1980) found 
that productivity measures used by dietitians and supervisors in 
hospitals were actually indicators of other performance criteria such 
as effectiveness or efficiency or indexes of related functions such as 
absenteeism or turnover (both of which are part of the quality of 
worklife). To clear up the confusion associated with each of these 
criteria and work toward more standardized indicants of each, and in 
order to facilitate future industry comparison, it becomes necessary 
to assess how managers currently define and measure each. This study 
does so within hospital and restaurant foodservice. 
The research will focus on the measures currently being used by 
members of the American Dietetic Association and the National Restau-
rant Association. As a follow-up to Robertson's (1980) research, 
ratios and indexes currently used by these managers will be examined 
for validity in measuring productivity. Are managers measuring pro-
ductivity, or in fact one of the related performance criteria delin-
eated by Sink (1983a)? If they are measuring inputs and outputs, 
are they developing ratios and indexes by which to evaluate their 
operations? 
Objectives of the Study 
The objectives of this research include: 
1. To identify current organizational performance evaluation 
methods in the hospital foodservice industry. 
2. To identify demographic variables which affect the measures 
currently utilized. 
3. To determine the relative importance of each criteria based 
on the foodservice professional's perceptions and on the time spent 
evaluating them. 
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Assumptions and Limitation of the Study 
The following assumptions and a limitation are accepted for this 
study: 
1. Foodservice managers surveyed will have sufficient knowledge 
of productivity measurement after reading the definitions and examples 
given in the questionnaire to complete the questionnaire. 
2. Assessment of the aforementioned variables for the operation 
will be within the realm of duties of the manager in his/her current 
position. 
3. Membership in the American Dietetic Association and the prac-
tice group (ADA members with management responsibilities in healthcare 
delivery systems) are not mutually exclusive. 
A limitation of the study is that the sample surveyed may or may 
not be representative of the population. 
Definition of Terms 
Productivity. The ratio of quantities of outputs to quantities 
of inputs. These outputs and inputs must be for the same unit of time 
(APC, 1979). 
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Productivity Measurement. The selection of physical, temporal, 
and/or perceptual measures for input variables and output variables and 
the development of a ratio of output measure(s) to input measure(s). 
Productj_yJ.!..:f. Index. A ratio divided by itself. A basic period 
is used and another period compared to it. The productivity index 
shows the change in productivity over time. 
Productivity E_atio. The comparison of two variables of single 
parameters (i.e., labor and labor, hours and hours), or of several 
parameters such as net outputs when several inputs are required (Mali, 
1978). 
Partial Factor Productivity ~atio. A productivity ratio which 
includes most, or all, of the outputs and some (generally one type) of 
inputs. 
Tot~ f_actor Productivity Measurement. Those measures which 
relate output to all input factors involving the weighting together of 
the quantities of separate factors. (Capital and lab or may be aggre-
gated using their unit costs in a base year as weights). 
Effectiveness. The degree of achievement of objectives (Smalley 
and Freeman, 1966). 
Efficiency. An input issue--resources expected to be consumed 
over resources actually consumed (Sink, 1983a). 
Quality. The degree to which the system conforms to, specifica-
tions, (Sink, 1983a), or at the consumer level, fitness for use. 
Quality of Worklife. Work with meaning (Mali, 1978), or affec-
tive responses to working in and living in organizational systems 
(Sink , l 983a) . 
Profitability. The earned return on investment (owner equity) or 
the return on all things a business owns (Rausch, 1982), or the rela-
tionship of revenue to costs. 
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Innovation. A deliberate, novel, specific change aimed at accomp-
lishing the goals of the system more effectively (Mueller, 197i), or 
applied creativity. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The purpose of managerial control is to compel events to conform 
to plans (Goetz, 1949). According to Koontz and O'Donnell (1968), 
this is done by establishing standards, measuring performance against 
these standards, and correcting deviations from standards and plans. 
This study focuses on the measurement of performance and seeks to 
assess if standards are being set and used in foodservice for each of 
the criteria previously mentioned. Although it is not always possible 
to evaluate the criteria quantitatively (as in the case of innova-
tion), some form of control for each criteria is necessary. Koontz 
and O'Donnell (1968) state that controls: 
1. must reflect the nature and needs of the activity 
2. should report deviations promptly 
3. should be forward looking 
4. should point up exceptions at critical points 
5. should be objective 
6. should be flexible 
7. should reflect the organ i zat i ona 1 pattern 
8. should be economical 
9. should be understandable 
10. should indicate corrective action ( p. 643) . 
The interrelationship between the performance criteria can be seen in 
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Figure 1. These criteria are not mutually exclusive. Effectiveness 
is often evaluated in terms of quality, quantity, and timeliness. The 
quality of worklife (job satisfaction, motivation) affects productiv-
ity, quality, and efficiency. Such factors as adequate goal setting 
(effectiveness), amount of rework necessary (quality), and technologi-
cal advances (innovation) can greatly affect productivity. Productiv-
ity and profitability often go hand in hand, but this is not always 
the case. 
This chapter defines and discusses each of the seven criteria in 
detail, relates each to productivity, and seeks to eliminate the ambi-
guity which exists concerning performance evalution. 
Effectiveness 
Unlike some of the other performance criteria, evaluation of 
effectiveness is applicable to both service and manufacturing indus-
tries, profit, and non-profit organizations. Szilagyi (1981) defines 
effectiveness as the degree to which the goals of the organization are 
met, while Drucker (1974, p. -45) calls it simply "doing the right 
things. 11 Katz and Kahn (1971) who have written extensively about 
organizational effectiveness, state that it is the maximization of 
return to the organization by economic and technical means (effi-
ciency) and by political means (making and engineering of choices on 
grounds other than economics and efficiency in an open market). Other 
authors such as Yuchtman and Seashore (1967) relate effectiveness to 
the exploitation of the environment. In his study of 17 commonly 
accepted models of organizational effectiveness, Steers (1975) found 
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flexibility, productivity, satisfaction, profitability, resource ac-
quisition, absence of strain, control over environment, development, 
efficiency, employee retention, growth, integration, open communica-
tions, and survival. Steers himself sees effectiveness as how well an 
organization acquires and utilizes its resources efficiently in a 
changing environment. If the degree of goal attainment must be known 
to appraise effectiveness, the first step toward effectiveness is the 
development of concise, attainable goals. Then, a system of control 
must be developed in order to track progress. 
Measurement 
The mark of a good effectiveness measure is that it closely 
reflects the objective (Quade, 1982). Organizations often measure the 
effectiveness of any program, operation, and task in terms of costs 
incurred without regard for the benefits derived. True benefits are 
difficult to quantify and Quade warns that managers must not be preju-
diced by what they think is measurable, but must set out from the 
standpoint of what they want to measure. 
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Because effectiveness is difficult to assess, more easily ap-
praised surrogate measures are often used. Growth and decline, sur-
vival, adaptability, production, turnover, absenteeism, member 
satisfaction, and client satisfaction are such surrogate measures (Katz 
and Kahn, 1971). Some of these may be appropriate for certain organi-
zations and totally inappropriate for others; i.e., the evaluation of 
profitability per se, as a determinant of effectiveness in a· non-
profit organization. 
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There are three elements of effectiveness: quantity, quality, 
and timing. Etzioni (1960) states that effectiveness is utilization of 
resources as efficiently as possible. This often presents a problem 
in service organizations such as hospitals. The most effective treat-
ment is not always the most efficient; indeed, concentration on effi-
ciency in such a setting could be detrimental to the health of the 
patient. Yet~ Heaton (1977) states that the efficiency with which 
resources are utilized and the effectiveness of services are important 
in service organizations. He makes the distinction between the manu-
facturing sector where effectiveness is controlled through competition 
in the marketplace (goods sell only if they are effective in meeting 
consumers' demands) and service organizations where managers are 
dealing not with the aggregate demands of a population but with indi-
vidual responses. 
Any measure of effectiveness must be specific to that particular 
organization. This often causes problems in academic and political 
circles and with funding sources. How can decisions on funding be 
made if the effectiveness of organizations cannot be compared (Num-
eroff, 1982)? Steers (1975) states that more flexible comprehensive 
models are needed for the evaluation of effectiveness. Complicating 
the evaluation issue is the fact that often, judgmental evaluation is 
used for effectiveness. A manager feels that the organization is 
functioning more smoothly than it was previously; therefore, he thinks 
he has been effective. Quade (1982) states that the major problems in 
the measurement of effectiveness in the public sector are: (1) bene-
fit measurement, both technical and conceptual blocks are encountered; 
(2) the unavailability of data, poor quality of data, or the inability 
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to aggregate data collected; (3) benefits of government expenditures 
are not reflected in the marketplace; and (4) benefits and costs often 
go to different people. He cautions against measuring effectiveness 
as costs (inputs and outputs are often confused in doing this), work-
load measures (patient days per year in a hospital tells one nothing 
about whether the hospital was effective in restoring patients to 
health), and common index of worth (which generally ends up being 
dollars expended). Effectiveness can be assessed in terms of its 
contribution to the efficiency, survival, power, and environmental 
control of the entire societal system (Katz and Kahn, 1971). 
The following problem areas in the measurement of effectiveness 
are delineated by Steers (1975): 
1. Construct validity 
2. Criterion. stability 
3. Time perspective 
4. Multiple criteria 
5. Precision of measurement 
6. Generalizability 
7. Theoretical relevance 
8. Level of analysis 
He suggests a move away from the 11 value-laden 11 prescriptive criteria 
often used currently toward more flexible goal sets, tailored to the 
individual operation. A clear understanding of the particular organi-
zation's goals and functional and environmental uniqueness is neces-
sary before beginning to evaluate effectiveness. 
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Improvement 
According to Drucker (1974), in order to. be effective, a service 
organization should: 
1. Define what their business is and what it should be. 
2. Derive clear objectiv~s and goals from their definition of 
function and mission. 
3. Think through priorities of concentration which enable them 
to select targets, set standards of accomplishment and performance, 
define minimum acceptable results, set deadlines, go to work on re-
sults, and make someone accountable for results. 
4. Define measurements for performance 
5. Use these measurements to feedback on their efforts; that is, 
to build self-control from results into their system. 
6. Audit objectives and results to identify those objectives 
which no longer serve a purpose or have proven unattainable. 
Drucker also feels that effectiveness, or emphasis on the right re-
sults, is needed above all else. 
Georgeopoulos (1972), in writing about hospitals, states that 
effectiveness function is determined by: 
Organizational Adaptation - The ability of the organization to 
adapt to the external environment and carry on an effective inter-
change with it at all times. 
Organizational Allocation - The ability of the organization to 
deploy, allocate, and utilize available resources, facilities, funds, 
and personnel in the most appropriate manner. 
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Organizational Coordination - The ability to articulate, inter-
relate, and regulate--to constantly coordinate, in time and space--the 
many diverse but related roles and interdependent activities of its 
many different staffs and members, and to regulate and synchronize 
different functions. 
Organizational Integration - Integrating individual members into 
the organization and integrating all parts of the social system with 
one another so that the total organization can achieve a certain over-
all social-psychological unity and coherence. 
Organizational Strain - The ability to resolve or minimize and 
manage the tensions and conflicts which arise within the organization. 
Organizational Output - The ability to reach and maintain high 
levels (in terms of quantity; quality, acceptability, and costs) of 
output, e.g., patient care or health service to the community, at all 
times. 
Organizational Maintenance - The ability of the organization to 
preserve its identity and integrity as a distinct and unified problem-
solving system. 
In complex organizations, efforts to improve effectiveness may be 
hindered by rising costs or ineffectiveness in other departments. 
Drucke~ (1974) stresses the importance of managers understanding that 
10 to 15% of the phenomena (products, orders, customers, markets, or 
people) produce 30 to 90% of the results (Pareto principle). Managers 
must, therefore, concentrate their efforts on those worthwhile activi-
ties which are capable of being effective. 
Effectiveness, according to Yuchtman and Seashore (1967), goes 
far beyond survival. But Katz and Kahn (1971) state that at times, 
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short-term criteria for effectiveness including profits, are sacrificed 
for survival which is the ultimate long-term goal of any organization. 
A move away from assessment and control for any length of time, how-
ever, could ensure its extinction. 
Quality of Worklife 
Quality of worklife represents the tendency of an individual 
worker to act in a certain way when confronted with a given set of 
stimuli from his work environment (Terry and Dar-El, 1980) and is the 
affective responses of participants in a system to socio-technical 
aspects of the system (Sink, 1982). In order to understand quality of 
worklife and its implications for improved performance, one should 
first understand a little about this "individual or participant" to 
whom the referred above definition refers. 
In a recent Restaurants and Institutions Survey (1981), manage-
ment described today's worker as more demanding, less dependable, 
lazier, and less skilled than his predecessors. The number of em-
ployees saying that hard work paid off has dropped in recent years and 
there has been an increase in the number of employees who distrust 
their employers. Americans are no longer willing to tolerate boring 
jobs and they feel that they have the right to refuse to transfer with 
the company if that transfer is unsatisfactory to them. Management 
laments the disappearance of the work ethic. Those hardworking people 
who quietly did their jobs and in return were given economic security, 
an increasing standard of living, and respectability, no longer exist. 
But then, neither do economic security and increasing standards of 
living. And respectability is no longer as strong a motivator as it 
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once was. Miller (1980) states that goal incongruency exists between 
employees over 35 and those under 35 years of age. The former are 
motivated by the chance for upward mobility and material possessions, 
while the latter group seeks more leisure time, meaningful work (de-
fined as that which gives them a feeling of self-esteem), and duty to 
self. While those over 35 are making long-term plans, workers under 
35 are living day-to-day. Miller also cites a recent Gallup Poll of 
males in which high levels of worker dissatisfaction was seen not only 
in young workers but in a 1--arge number of workers from 21-65 years of 
age. These workers state that their needs are not being met by work. 
But what are their needs, and why, with all of our incentive plans and 
fringe benefits, are we not meeting them? 
Drucker (1954) stresses the importance of workers having some 
control over their work. They should be able to control the speed and 
rhythm of that work. Glaser (1976) feels that the essential component 
of any QWL program is the real and ever present opportunity for indi-
viduals or task groups at any level to influence their working envi-
ronments, to have some say over what goes on in connection with their 
work. Satisfaction with one's work is also a function of the number 
and amount of rewards one receives as well as what he considers to be 
a fair level of reward (Lawler and Porter, 1967). Authors such as 
Herzberg et al. (1959) differentiate between hygiene factors (those 
necessary for job satisfaction but which do not motivate) and motiva-
ting factors which increase performance. These authors list as hy-
giene factors: pay; job security; working conditions; status; company 
policies; quality of technical supervision; quality of interpersonal 
relations among peers, supervisors, and subordinates; and fringe 
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benefits. Their motivating factors are: achievement, recognition, 
challenging work, responsibility, advancement, and personal growth, 
learning, and development. These distinct variables were linked by 
Hopkins et al. (1979), who, in a study of hospital and school food-
service personnel, found satisfaction with one's work and supervisor 
to be closely linked to performance. Also, workers who were satisfied 
with their salary and promotional opportunities were found to be 
slightly better performers. Miller (1980) stresses the importance of 
keeping workers informed--they want to be involved, want more respon-
sibility and knowledge of the operation. 
Despite the innumerable number of studies which have been done on 
satisfying and motivating factors, the widespread occupational discon-
tent and slumping performan-ce in this country seem to suggest that 
management is not meeting the needs of its workers. Glaser (1976) 
suggests that management fear plays a key role in why the quality of 
worklife is not adequate. Management sometimes feels that by allowing 
workers more say they will lose control, responsibility, and author-
ity. Management's fear sometimes manifests itself in poor performance. 
Miller (1980) describes a study by a consulting firm in which 25% of 
time lost on the job was found to be due (at least in part) to manage-
ment 1 s failure to explain its expectations. Unions, too, fear that if 
management is receptive to the needs of its workers they could lose 
status or even cease to be needed. 
Why Measure QWL 
The concept of quality of worklife has been around for a rela-
tively short time. While Frederick Taylor was working at Midvale 
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Steel in the late 1800 1 s, he espoused the idea of improved performance 
through the simplification of tasks (Taylor, 1911). His ideas on 
scientific management were widely accepted in his day. Today, how-
ever, we know that tedious work breeds discontent. Herzberg (as cited 
in Pascarella, 1980, p. 50) states that 11 you can't manage people 
scientifically11 and that 11 the worst thing you can do is have tech-
nology that is not based in humanism. 11 
According to Likert (1967), the performance and output of an 
enterprise is entirely dependent upon the quality of the human organi-
zation and its ability to function as a tightly knit, motivated, 
technically competent entity. In a 1973 Gallup Poll, 50% of all wage 
earners said that they could accomplish more each day, and 60% of 
those stated they could increase their p·erformance by 20% (Miller, 
1980). If this is the case, then management is not adequately tapping 
its labor resource--behavior is not being linked with performance. 
The purpose of quality of worklife assessment is to provide means 
for identifying behavioral problems which are inhibiting performance 
(Terry and Dar-El, 1980). The same authors state that productivity is 
highest in organizations in which groups are encouraged to utilize 
creative potential to seek out problems and assist in solutions. 
Therefore, in these days of rising labor costs, declining productivity 
figures, increased unionization, and high absenteeism and turnover, it 
is crucial to understand the worker; his needs, goals, and motivators. 
How to Measure QWL 
Terry and Dar-El (1980) suggest beginning any quality of worklife 
evaluation program by clearly defining the purpose for the measurement. 
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Does the organization want to inform employees of their perceptions 
of the QWL or does it want to motivate management to solve existing 
problems? Chances are it will seek to do both. Marks (1982) differ-
entiates between proactive and reactive quality of worklife measure-
ment. Reactive measurement is done after-the-fact, in response to a 
particular problem. Proactive measurement is done before problems 
exist (or become evident) in the hope of avoiding discontent. Assess-
ment can be done by personal interview, by questionnaire (completed at· 
work or mailed to the employee at home), or by tracking surrogate 
measures such as tardiness, absenteeism, and turnover. The measure-
ment means may differ from organization to organizaton depending upon 
economic situation and degree of decentralization. Interviewing is 
very costly and time consuming. Questionnaires completed at work are 
time consuming; those mailed out generally have a very poor rate of 
return. Following absenteeism and turnover may signal a problem, but 
more specific information is needed before improvement efforts can be 
undertaken. 
Questionnaire 
Marks (1982) gives the following suggestions for questionnaire 
usage: 
1. Promise confidentiality and give it. If an identification 
code is to be used, tell the employees it is there and why. It is 
generally recommended that this be done so that trends related to 
demographic data can be followed. 
2. Participation should be voluntary and the respondent should 
be free to omit any question which he feels may violate his anonymity. 
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3. Restrict the range of responses for easier analysis. 
4. Restrict the length of the questionnaire so that boredom does 
not become a factor. Supervisors are also more willing to cooperate 
the shorter the amount of time the employee will be away from his work 
station. Marks states: 11 ••• if the investment of allowing time 
during the workday for completion of the questionnaire is too substan-
tial for your management, then they probably would be unlikely to 
invest time in hearing and using the results anyway 11 (p. 687). 
5. If funds are limited, survey a sample. This sample should be 
representative of the organization with departments represented propor-
tional to size. Samples have the disadvantage of sometimes causing 
resentment on the part of employees not included. These employees may 
later question the validity of the survey results. 
6. There should always be enough employees present to provide a 
feeling of anonymity. 
7. The questionnaire should be administered by someone who can 
answer all employees' questions. 
8. Always provide feedback. The collection of data implies a 
psychological contact and the employee is entitled to know the re-
sults. Also, taking part in a survey is motivating--lack of feedback 
will be a demotivating factor which could make subsequent surveys more 
difficult. 
9. Credibility and trust are vital. If the organizational cli-
mate is not one of trust, an outside consultant should be used. 
Woolf (1970) suggests notifying union leaders before beginning 
any quality of worklife evaluation program. 
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There are two types of instruments which may be used for quality 
of worklife assessment. The first is the internally generated, which 
is applicable to the specific organization and the other is the "gen-
eric" or externally developed instrument. 
Organization-Specific Questionnaires. The information sought in 
questionnaire administration includes the following: 
1. mean scores of all employees for all sections of 
the schedule 
2. analysis of different mean scores of the various 
categories measured 
3. analysis of difference in mean scores of part-time 
and full-time employees 
4. comparison of mean scores of different employee 
groups, department, levels of authority, and shifts 
5. measure of variance of times, sections, and the 
entire instrument to determine dispersion or range 
of feelings (Woolf, 1970, p. 84). 
The person selected to develop the questionnaire should be compe-
tent to compute statistical results and analyze any trends, and inter-
pret them for other managers. He/she should also be able to provide 
accurate feedback. 
Terry and Dar-El (1980) suggest beginning with an unstructured 
personal interview of a representative sample of employees. Answers 
should be followed up with probing questions. The information ob-
tained in the interview can then be used to develop a closed-form 
questionnaire. Sinclair (1975) stresses the importance of evaluat-
ing questions on the bases of objectivity, quality of measurement, 
validity, reliability, and resource availability. The same author 
states that care should be taken to ensure that: (1) the respondent 
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is motivated to respond; (2) the respondent has the particular knowl-
edge required; (3) the questionnaire takes into account the respond-
ent 1 s limitations and personal frame of reference, so that he will 
understand the aim and meaning of questions; and (4) the respondent 
has produced an adequate answer from his own knowledge. Any question-
naire should be pilot tested with colleagues, with a few employees and 
then with a larger sample. Terry and Dar-El suggest that improvement 
may be needed if: 
1. respondents want to change or add to items, 
2. many items are skipped or the uncertain response is used 
frequently, 
3. respondents are not interested in discussing the question-
naire. 
The same authors suggest use of a multiple regression model for analy-
sis. Productivity should be the dependent variable and quality of 
worklife scores of the independent variable. The regression coeffi-
cient for each QWL dimension should be tested for significance. Those 
dimensions with significant regresson coefficients are the ones which 
influence productivity. Data from the survey may be distributed in 
what Marks (1982) calls the 11 waterfall method 11 (top management down), 
or the 11 flood method 11 (all employees simultaneously). He suggests 
that criteria for data selection for presentation include its rele-
vance to issues of importance to the audience, its comprehensibility, 
and its relationship to the worklife area over which the receiving 
groups have influence. 
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Generic Instr~ments. There are several widely used generic in-
struments for the measurement of the quality of worklife and its 
related parameters. The Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman and Oldham, 
1975) was .developed to evaluate current jobs to determine how they 
might be redesigned to increase output and motivation and to evaluate 
the effects of these changes on employees. The questionnaire examines 
five core dimensions: skill variety, task identity, task significance, 
autonomy, and feedback. Measures of three critical psychological 
states are also provided. These are the experienced meaningfulness of 
work, experienced responsibility for work outcomes, and knowledge of 
results of work activities. Employees• affective reactions to the job 
are also measured. The Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) should always 
allow for employee anonymity and should not be used to diagnose the 
job of a single individual. The Job Description Index (JOI) was 
developed by Smith et al. (1969) and measures five variables: oppor-
tunity for promotion, pay, relationship with co-workers, supervision, 
and the work itself. Woolf (1970) states that the JOI is unique in 
that it provides only three possible answers to each question. This 
simplifies analysis considerably--yet accuracy is not sacrificed. The 
JOI can also be self-administered because it is written in simple 
vocabulary. Hopkins et al. (1979) state that the JOI is stable over 
time and applicable to employees with different demographic charac-
teristics. These authors used the t-test to compare mean JOI scores 
of hospital and school foodservice employees. Ruf (1975), in her 
study of hospital foodservice workers, found the average score for 
females to be 162 and for males, 172 (out of 216 possible). 
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The Brayfield and Rothe (1951) Job Satisfaction -Index is another 
commonly utilized instrument. It consists of 18 questions. A five-
point Likert-type scale is used, ranging from strongly agree to strongly 
disagree. 
The Job Characteristics Inventory was developed by Sims, Szil-
agyi, and Keller (1976). This instrument consists of 30 items which 
fall into the following categories: variety, autonomy, feedback, task 
identity, dealing with others, and friendship. The reliability, con-
struct, convergent, and discriminant validities of this instrument 
have been tested by the authors. (See Table I for a summary of job 
satisfaction and organizational climate questionnaires.) 
Surrogate Measures. As stated previously, many organizations 
measure QWL by following absenteeism, tardiness, and turnover. Lack 
of availability of new personnel might also signal problems in QWL. 
Although these factors can alert management to problems with the 
quality of worklife, they do not always indicate such. In her arti-
cle, 11 The Motivation of the Underprivileged Worker" Davis (1969) 
discusses cultural and socioeconomic differences which contribute to 
absenteeism and turnover. This type of worker often has short-term 
goals. In order to improve his/her performance, management must help 
him/her learn to want higher social goals for him/her and family. 
Also, their health may be poor due to adverse living conditions. High 
absenteeism and turnover are learned traits--and are very common among 
this type of worker. 
TABLE I 
QUALITY OF WORKLIFE INSTRUMENTS 
Job Satisfaction Questionnaires 
Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) 
(Hackman and Oldham) 
Job Descriptive Index (JOI) 
(Smith, Kendall, and Hulin) 
Job Characteristic Inventory (JCI) 
(Sims, Szilagyi, and Keller) 
Brayfield Rothe Job Satisfaction Index 
(Brayfield and Rothe) 
Organizational Climate Questionnaires 
Likert, Litwin and Stringer, Campbell 
and Pritchard, Halpin and Croft, Hall 
and Lawler 
Description 
Measures five core job dimensions--skill variety, task identity, 
task significance, autonomy, and feedback. Also measures three 
critical psychological states (experienced meaningfulness of 
work, experienced responsibi 1 ity for work outcomes, and knowl-
edge of actual results) as well as affective reactions to the 
job (general satisfaction, internal work motivation, and speci-
fic satisfact~ons). A seven-point response scale is used. 
Measures.opportunity for promotion, pay, relationship with co-
workers, supervision, and the work itself. Participants are 
asked to respond with a "yes," "no," or "cannot decide. 11 An 
18-item supplement entitled the "Job-in-General Index" is also 
available to be used in conjunction with the JOI. 
Measures variety, autonomy, feedback, task identity, dealing 
with others and friendship. A five-point Likert scale is used. 
Measures overall attitude toward job. Does not consider spe-
cific items such as pay or working conditions. Respondents 
select from a five-point Likert scale. 
Generally measure (in varying forms) autonomy, structure, re-
ward, consideration, warmth, and support. Some also consider 
other dimensions such as interpersonal relationships, communi-





Pascarella (1980) states that the core of our institutions has to 
be quality--quality of people and product could form the basis for 
what he calls 11 more mature illusions 11 for our country (p. 49). Instead 
of serving the system, people must serve the customer. At present, 
15-40% of the manufacturers' costs of American products is for waste--
waste of human effort and waste of machine time (Demings, 1981-82). 
Quality-is the degree to which a product or service confor~s to a set 
of predetermined standards related to the characteristics that deter-
mine its value in the marketplace and its performance of the function 
for which it was designed (Adam et al., 1981). Juran and Gryna (1980) 
define it simply as fitness for use. According to Szilagyi (1981) 
quality is comprised of the following dimensions: 
Function - performing the purpose for which it was intended. 
Reliability and Durability - length of time the product will 
perform its function. 
Aesthetic Characteristics - physical appearance of the product. 
Safety - whether the product performs its function without 
unnecessarily endangering the user. 
In hospitals, quality is dictated to a certain extent by the 
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, as well as by federal, 
state, and local regulations. Other private organizations such as the 
Commission for Administrative Services in Hospitals (CASH) in Los 
Angeles have developed their own quality control systems. The CASH 
system also includes a partial factor productivity index (meals di-
vided by direct labor hours), which it refers to as the 11 utilization 
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index. 11 Some of the objectives of the CASH plan are: to provide 
quality indexes which are part of the ongoing management control 
process, to provide feedback to allow for correction of problems, and 
to provide quality assurance upon implementation of systems and work-
load revisions (Edgecumbe, 1966). The quality of food preparation, 
service, housekeeping, and sanitation are measured by the CASH system. 
The Food Service Manual for Health Care Institutions (Mahaffey, et 
al., 1981) suggests that quality be controlled in foodservice based 
upon sensory, nutritional, and microbiological criteria. Sensory 
criteria include flavor, taste, aroma, texture, sight, and tempera-
ture. Nutritionally, it is important that food not be overcooked to 
conserve nutrients, and microbiological factors such as equipment 
sanitation, employee hygien-e, and work habits must be considered. 
(For an extensive list of evaluation criteria, see Mahaffey et al., 
1981, pages 272 and 273.) The same authors suggest planned menus, 
detailed specifications for all items received, and storage condi-
tions, accurate forecasting, standardized recipes, ingredient control, 
proper equipment maintenance, and production scheduling (to avoid 
excessive holding of cooked foods) as contributors to a high quality 
product. 
The American~Dietetic Association (ADA Journal, 1974, p. 665) 
defines quality food as that "which has been selected, prepared, and 
served in such a manner as to retain or enhance natural flavor and 
identity; to conserve nutrients; and to be acceptable, attractive, and 
microbiologically and chemically safe." 
Many factors affect quality in foodservice. In a study conducted 
by Ruf and David (1975), negative correlations were seen between 
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highly structured supervision, tenure of three to nine years, mode 
wage rate, the increased use of ready to serve foods, and the quality 
of meals. Positive correlation existed between routinization (pre-
sumably because of the use of standardized recipes, cafeteria style 
menus, shortened patient menu cycles, and written specifications for 
food purchased) a~d the amount of delegation (more sharing of respon-
sibility with employees) and the perceived promotional opportunities~ 
Measurement 
Further research is needed which focuses on the design of experi-
mental studies to evaluate the effectiveness of quality assurance 
activities, conditions under which these activities have an impact, 
and the most effective strategies for their implementation in various 
organizational types (Kaluzny, 1982; Hetherington, 1982). Ruf and 
David (1975) stated that quality standards are needed which are speci-
fic to the individual hospital foodservice operation. 
An increase in the ratio of quality of services provided to the 
resources used in providing them implies that productivity has been 
improved only if the service has either increased or remained the 
same. Thus, it is vital that quality be assessed periodically as part 
of any managerial control system. Crosby (1979) states that quality 
management is a systematic way of guaranteeing that activities happen 
the way they are planned. Many authors have suggested that quality is 
inherent in productivity measurement, while others such as Siegel 
(1980) suggest correcting for changes in quality over time through the 
use of a conversion factor or by separately weighting inputs and out-
puts according to quality. Adam, et al. (1981) stress the importance 
of counting only acceptable end products as output in productivity 
measurement. In hospital foodservice, for example, the inclusion of 
incorrect trays or unacceptable returned food which involves rework 
later in output figures without including the rework time in labor 
(input) figures will result in an inflated productivity index or 
ratio. 
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Although quality is subjectively appraised by a supervisor, die-
titian, or chef in foodservice, Ferdeber (1982) suggests quantifying 
this quality data, thereby making it--ffiGre objective. First, a ques-
tionnaire is developed based on federal, state, JCAH, and the quality 
coordinator's standards. The questionnaire should cover procedures, 
service, records, equipment maintenance, bacteriological measurement, 
public relations, and the physical environment. Random inspections 
are made over a three month period, then a quality index is developed 
for each category. This index is based upon the relationship between 
the total number of positive (satisfactory) answers and the total 
number of answers. A total quality index for the operation is then 
generated from the index for all categories. 
Quality assessment in foodservice (as in most American indus-
tries) is generally of the feedback type (evaluation of the final 
product). Szilagyi (1981) differentiates between feedback and feed-
forward quality control. Feedforward control focuses on the quality 
of incoming raw materials and evaluation of the work in process. This 
type of control can eliminate the need for rework (and scrap) and thus 
improve productivity. Hershauer (1979) emphasizes this point as well 
by stating that measurement is generally on the performance of the 
final product with little emphasis on measurement of either causal 
factors or resources consumed by the quality effort. 
Improvement 
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In his study of Hewlett Packard, Hershauer (1979) found that 
employees feel that the personal ability to make decisions regarding 
quality is the key to a high quality output. Sink (1982) states that 
in the 1980 1 s, it is becoming increasingly clear that without some 
form of effective and efficient employee involvement, productivity and 
quality improvement efforts are unlikely to be as effective as they 
should or could be. The same author stresses the importance of feed-
back as a motivational tool to improve quality. Employee involvement 
cannot assure a quality product, but it has been shown that the lack 
of it can have a negative effect on quality. 
Kaluzny (1982) suggests re-education, persuasion, facilitation, 
and coercion as strategies which contribute to a quality assurance 
program's success. The appropriateness of each for a particular 
situation should be evaluated before efforts are begun. The impor-
tance of a holistic view of the organization and the product is also 
stressed by Hershauer (1979). At Hewlett Packard, one-third of the 
fabrication employees viewed final customer quality of their product 
as unknown. Without an understanding of the customer for whom the 
product is prepared and the product or service itself, there is little 
feeling of responsibility for the quality of that product or service. 
This is particularly a problem for foodservice operations in which 
support employees may never see the final product as it is received by 
the patient or customer. A hospital dietary department is far removed 
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from patients several floors up, whose preferences, medical problems, 
etc., are never known to the dietary employee. 
Quality assurance programs can promote organizational effective-
ness by increasing bureaucratic responsibility, containment of costs, 
attraction of valued resources, and preservation of values (Hether-
ington, 1982). As such, it is clear that quality assessment must be 
an integral part of the control process. 
Efficiency 
Harrington Emerson's book, The Twelve Prin~iples of Efficiency, 
was published in 1912. He states that for the organization to be as 
efficient as possible, it must have ideals, common sense and judgment, 
competent counsel, discipHne, the fair deal, reliability, immediate 
and accurate records, planning and dispatching, standards and sched-
ules, standardized conditions, standard operations, written standard 
practice instructions, and efficiency rewards. 
Today, efficiency is as important to organizations as it was when 
Emerson's (1912) book was published; perhaps more so. Smalley and 
Freeman (1966) define efficiency as the relation between achievement 
of objectives and the consumption of resources. Katz and Kahn (1980) 
state that efficiency refers to the use of inputs to obtain a maximum 
return, and Drucker (1974, p. 45) states that efficiency is "doing 
things right." 
According to Johnson (1981), efficiency has been defined in 
management literature as: 
1. progress toward organizational objectives at the 
least possible cost 
2. personal efficiency in individual performance 
3. work output above normal expectations 
4. doing work right 
5. satisfaction of individual motives when operating 
jointly toward a common goal 
6. productivity 
7. reduction in unit cost of output (p. 13). 
Efficiency is defined for the purposes of this research as the 
degree to which the system utilized the 11 right 11 amount of resources, 
or: 
Resources expected to be consumed 
Resources actually consumed (Sink, 1983a) 
Efficiency and effectiveness are closely aligned. Many authors 
see efficiency as a criteria of effectiveness--one of the organiza-
tion's goals. Drucker (1974) states that efficiency is a minimum 
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condition for survival after success has been achieved. An organiza-
tion may be very efficient but if it is ineffective (not doing the 
right things), it may fail. 
Productivity 
Bernolak, in his article, "New Productivity Thrust From Effective 
Measurement" (1981), states that the three weaknesses which have been 
observed in industries in regard to productivity are: 
1. A lack of understanding or awareness of it 
2. Unfamiliarity with methods of measuring it 
3. Lack of corresponding performance data of other firms in 
their sector with whom they could compare their own preference. 
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This author would also add to that a fourth weakness--the ina-
bility to incorproate measurement data into improvement efforts. This 
section will cover each of these weaknesses in an attempt to clarify 
what productivity is, how it is measured, and how it can be improved 
at the firm level. 
Definition 
Productivity as used in the vernacular means everything from 
production to personal time management. Sink (1983b) states that in 
his work with over 500 managers, the repeatedly occurring fact is that 
managers believe productivity equals performance. If employees pro-
duced three meals per labor hour yesterday and five today, they are 
"more productive," according to these managers. (Productivity. how-
ever, is a component of performance.) Productivity involves a rela-
tionship between outputs and inputs. As previously stated (see 
11 Definitions, 11 Chapter II), the definitions accepted for this study 
include: (1) the ratio of quantities of outputs to quantities of 
inputs (APC, 1979), or (2) reaching the highest level of performance 
with the least expenditure of resources (Mali, 1978). Others which 
are in keeping with this idea include Welch's (1975)--the efficiency 
of a given input at producing a specified output--and Balk's (1975)--
the optimization of efficiency and effectiveness. Stewart (1978) 
defines productivity as the degree to which organizational performance 
contributes to goal attainment. 
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A wealth of information has been written in the last two decades 
about productivity. In reviewing the literature, one begins to wonder 
why so many experts have concentrated in recent years on this perfor-
mance criteria. According to Stein (1971), there is a syndrome of 
inflation in which prices and wage rates rise, and each, at different 
points in time, tries to catch up with the other. The only way to 
effectively break this i nfl at ion syndrome is to increase the rate at 
which productivity grows so that wages can rise without increases in 
unit costs. The pressure on prices is then abated. Stein also feels 
that an increase in productivity can increase the ability of people to 
do what they want to do. It can provide a higher standard of living, 
more leisure time (holidays, vacations, and earlier retirement), and 
resources for improving the physical quality of the environment. 
Grossman (1980) adds to this the ability to provide higher wages. 
Otis (1975) states that productivity is our biggest undeveloped re-
source and that productivity growth increases economic growth, social 
progress, and political freedom. 
In recent years, productivity growth in this country has slowed. 
According to Grossman (1980), total factor productivity (see 11 Defini-
tions,11 Chapter II) of the private domestic business economy declined 
by 0.90% between 1978 and 1979. Between 1973 and 1978, TFP growth 
rate had dropped to 0.2%, compared with growth rates of 3.0% from 
1948-1965, and 2.1% from 1965-1973. At this rate, other countries 
will catch up with us in gross domestic product per employee (that 
which is produced in the Continental United States) as follows: Ger-
many, 1984; France, 1985; Japan, 1992. Stein (1971) states that the 
reduction in the gap between our productivity and theirs is not of 
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concern to us, that it is to our advantage for their productivity to 
be high. The rise in their productivity levels has been accomplished 
by embracing modern technology and by increases in hourly compensation 
in the previous five years which exceeded those in the United States. 
The relationship between output per labor hour and compensation was 
closer in these countries than it has been in the United States, so 
their unit labor costs did not rise as much in those years. 
Reasons given for our poor productivity performance differ depend-
ing upon whether one is talking with management, government, or organ-
ized labor. Otis (1975), an industrial engineer, lists the following 










Ingenuity of engineers [Robotics] 
Attitude and behavior of businessmen 
Availability of capital for financing 
innovations 
Characteristics of the labor force 
Policies, taxation 
General economic climate 
Uncontro 11ab1 e i terns, 11 Acts of God 11 
Grayson, of the American Productivity Center (11 Why U.S. Workers 
are Producing Less, 11 1978) states that America's productivity problem 
has been blamed on such factors as rising energy costs, inadequate 
capital investment in more productivity facilities and technologies, 
increased government regulation, increased growth of service indus-
tries, decrease in manufacturing jobs, expansion of the labor force 
with inexperienced workers, and inflationary collective bargaining 
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agreements. Smith (1977) expressed labor's viewpoint when he states 
that (1) American industry, in the trade_-off between investing in 
capital and investing in labor, has always chosen capital; (2) in-
creases in productivity did not keep pace with increases in wage 
levels; and (3) in declining output periods workers are not laid off 
in direct correlation to declining levels of output (quality control, 
foremen, maintenance, and professional personnel are not laid off 
proportionately to production workers). Smith suggests that unions 
and their members can help improve productivity by using facilities 
and time more efficiently, by reducing delay time due to breakdown of 
machines and equipment, correcting problems such as lack of available 
raw materials, conducting proper maintenance of equipment, and paying 
strict attention to quality control. 
Management often cites government bureaucracy as a major cause of 
productivity decline, while government cites management ineptness 
(poor control). (No matter what the cause, one thing is certain. 
Management, government, and labor are all concerned about productivity 
levels in this country and are seeking ways to improve them.) 
Measurement -
The average hospital can achieve 11 to 29% greater productivity 
in its dietary services (Groner, 1964). Borsenik ( 11 Productivity is 
its Own Reward Contest,"1973) states that by utilizing the knowledge 
and ideas currently available, foodservice productivity could be in-
creased 30%. The utilization of information to effect positive change 
in productivity begins with precise, accurate measurement. 
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Day (1981) suggests that there are three steps involved in pro-
ductivity measurement. Step one is the development of work standards. 
(For a review of work measureme~t as a means of setting standards, see 
Robertson, 1982.) Step two is selection of a partial productivity 
measure for the particular organization. A partial productivity mea-
sure is the ratio of gross or net output to one particular input. 
This type of measurement comes closest to representing the total 
productivity status of an operation when that operation is highly 
labor intensive, as is foodservice. (The most commonly used partial 
factor measure is the ratio of a particular output to the labor hours 
used in producing that output.) In foodservice, the unit most often 
used is meals per labor minute or hour. Klein's (1978) research found 
that many administrative dtetitians preferred labor minutes or hours 
per patient day, as this information is easily obtained from the 
patient census. For cafeterias, labor hours utilized to serve 100 
customers was the measure proposed by Freshwater (1967). Welch 
(1975), however, used meals served per labor hour for residence hall 
cafeterias. Sumanth (1981) and Sumanth and Einspruch (1980) report 
that partial productivity measurement is the most commonly used mea-
sure in industrial companies at the corporate, plant/divisin, depart-
ment, and product levels. In non-industrial companies, total factor 
was found to be more commonly used than partial at the corporate 
level. Siegel (1980) suggests beginning with a partial ·measure, even 
if a total productivity measure is eventually desired. Capital is 
extremely difficult to quantify and is therefore best left to those 
with extensive experience in productivity evaluation. There are also 
multifactor measures which include materials, energy, and labor, but 
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omit capital. Step three in productivity measurement, according to 
Day, is the use of total measures, which include such inputs as mate-
rials, energy, labor, and capital. 
Measures may be indexes or ratios. An index is a ratio which can 
be divided by itself (the same unit is expressed in the same terms for 
two different periods of time). A ratio involves two different but 
related units of measurement. For example, meals produced per labor 
minutes (output/input). Ratios and indexes may also be dynamic. 
Siegel (1980) defines an index as the ratio of output or input aggre-
gates that refer to different periods but incorporate the same set of 
weights. This is a dynamic index. An example is: 
Output for current period 
Ou~put for base period 
Input fo~ current period 
Input for base. period 
Any comparison of different periods should involve price weight-
ing in constant dollars so that inflation does not artificially ele-
vate the resultant productivity figure. In foodservice, management 
often evaluates productivity on the basis of sales per employee (11 What 
is NRA's Role in Productivity?", 1973; "Productivity: What Steps Will 
You Take to Increase Employee Productivity?", 1980). Before these 
figures can be compared with those of previous years, the value of 
sales must be adjusted to equal the value of sales in the previous 
period. An annual raise in prices yielding more dollar sales per 
labor unit does not necessarily mean that productivity has increased. 
Firms which price recover can survive only as long as competition 
permits (Adam, et al., 1981); therefore, foodservice must not rely on 
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price increases to cover input costs--productivity must be improved so 
that prices may be kept constant, yet the operation must still be 
profitable. 
The generation of appropriate measures to use can be a difficult 
process which differs depending upon the nature of the business, the 
product and service, the inflation, and the efforts of supporting 
departments (Sutton, 1980). A consultative (or absolute) approach may 
be used in which experts are called in to develop measures, indexes, 
and ratios and perhaps to design an improvement program. The partici-
pative (or normative) approach may also be found to be useful. The 
participative approach assumes that workers know better than anyone 
else how they can be more productive. The Nominal Group Technique 
(Delbecq et al., 1975) has -been found to be very effective for gener-
ating productivity measures (Ohio State Productivity Research Group, 
1977). For a complete discussion of Nominal Group and Delphi Tech-
niques, see Sink, 1978). Thor (as cited in Day, 1981), of the Ameri-
can Productivity Center (APC) states that the result of the normative 
model is small measures with which people are comfortable and because 
they have developed them, they are more likely to work toward them. 
Despite the fact that productivity measurement has improved sub-
stantially in the last 20 years (Stein, 1971), there are still many 
areas in which additional work is needed. Heaton (1977) tells the 
story of a Russian nail factory in which the quota was based upon tons 
of nails produced. The factory produced only railroad spikes. When 
the measurement unit was changed to the number of nails produced, the 
factory produced only tacks and brads. The story effectively expres-
ses the importance of measuring the right things in the right manner. 
McDermott (1982) lists five points which any organization should 
consider before developing a measurement system: 
1. What if outputs cannot be measured (as in many 
service organizations)? 
2. What if interactive effects of input costs and 
staff reductions are not measured? 
3. What if outputs are returned due to poor quality? 
4. What if the measurement system developed measures 
the efficiency of people or machines which do not 
contribute directly to the main output? 
5. What if one or more productivity measures which 
accurately measure appropriate outputs and associ-
ated input costs cannot be developed (p. 69)? 
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Mundel (1976) lists the following as potential errors in measure-
ment: 
1. Overly simplistic -measures of output - an example 
of this in hospital foodservice might be the omis-
sion of snacks, nourishments, special diets or 
tube feedings which are prepared in addition to 
regular meals from output figures. 
2. Suboptimization - an example in foodservice is the 
application of work measurement techniques to 
dishwashing personnel which results in a reduction 
in workforce. The result may be disaster during 
peak periods in which shortages of clean dishes 
would decrease productivity for waiters, cooks, 
and others. 
3. Counting outputs which are not final outputs - any 
rework on a patient's tray must be figured into the 
mea 1 count. 
4. Counting outputs in a manner not related to goals 
- to measure productivity of quality control person-
nel in terms of number of defects found would be in-
consistent with the goal of producing quality food. 
5. Counting outputs in a manner not related to inputs 
--such as considering patient satisfaction as an 
output (p. 25). 
Mundel also states that numbers 3, 4, and 5 are most common in service 
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organizations where outputs are often unquantifiable. Foodservice is 
a service function, although for the purpose of productivity measure-
ment, it is actually more like a manufacturing concern than a nursing 
staff, for example. A concrete end product which can be counted is 
produced. Foodservice does involve many service aspects, however, 
such as galley personnel in ·a hospital. Unlike manufacturing, food-
service employees have direct contact with the consumer of their 
product; therefore, some service functions will be necessary. Balk 
(1975) states that measurement is easiest when workers perform routine 
tasks which vary little from day to day. If, however, one is trying 
to measure the productivity of personnel in positions in which there 
is great task ambiguity, the following must be considered: 
1. Measurement, reliabtlity and validity decrease 
2. The utility of efficiency ratios decreases 
3. The importance of effectiveness ratios increases 
4. The possibility of a single measure to define a 
productivity situation decreases (Balk, 1975, 
p. 131). 
It will be, therefore, much easier to measure the productivity of 
production personnel than that of service or professional personnel. 
Balk (1975) suggests that employee involvement becomes even more 
important in this situation, that group productivity should always be 
measured in lieu of individual performance and that managers must take 
higher risks in predicting outcomes. 
The importance of accurate measurement can be seen in feedback 
received by Bernolak (1981), in his study of productivity in Canadian 
industries. Such statements as 11 It was a terrible shock to discover 
that although output per manhour (in the company) had increased 20% 
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during that period, the increase in the industry for the same period 
was about 60% 11 and, 11 thought we were much better off and we have a lot 
of improvements to achieve show that subjective evaluation of produc-
tivity is not always accurate (Bernolak, 1981, p. 769). 
Implementation and Improvement 
Siegel (1980) warns that any improvement program which is adopted 
should not be too ambitious in scope, scale, or time schedule. Lack 
of goal attainment is a demotivator which could-spell doom to an 
overly ambitious measurement or improvement program. He goes on to 
say that companies should adopt or more diligently pursue programs of 
productivity improvement with such objectives as strengthening compet-
iveness in domestic or foreign markets, acquiring greater flexibility 
in response to external conditions, cost-control and conservation, 
acquisition of funds for capital investment, and payment of fair 
wages. 
Buehler and Shetty (1981) state that it is the efficiency and 
innovativeness with which organizations combine capital, advanced 
technology, human resources, and creative management that determines 
the rate of productivity improvement in an enterprise. They list as 
key elements of a productivity program: 
1. Top management support with someone responsible to top 
management for the program. 
2. Worker involvement at all levels. 
3. Improvement linked with measurement. 
4. Having adequate information resources available. 
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5. Developing plans, goals, and objectives for improving produc-
tivity by reducing waste and accidents. 
6. Effective up and down conmunication. 
7. Periodic review, evaluation, and analysis of the program. 
Many suggestions have been made for improving productivity in 
foodservice. Schmeid ("Stepping Up Restaurant Productivity,•• 1973) 
stresses the importance of (among others) setting realistic work 
standards and goals, matching people with job requirements, paying an 
adequate wage with periodic reviews, telling each person where he 
stands, improving the work environment, and making workers aware of 
how they are contributing to solving department and company problems. 
Carnes and Brand (1977) state that the spread of modern management 
techniques and work organitation, simplified and standardized menus, 
improved layouts, increased use of convenience foods, and technologi-
cal innovations such as the microwave have all contributed to in-
creased labor productivity in eating and drinking places. 
Magill, of the National Restaurant Association (NRA) ("What is 
NRA's Role in Productivity?" 1973) stated that the first step toward 
improving foodservice (restaurant) productivity is for operators to 
learn how to measure it. He also believes that adequate training and 
opportunity for advancement are important, as does Schmeid. Sky Chefs 
("Productivity Measurement Still a Cottage Industry, 11 1981) uses a 
measurement system in which its meals are weighted according to com-
plexity and then aggregated. This figure can then be divided by the 
EE 1 s ( equivalent emp 1 oyee·s) to obtain a part i a 1 ( 1 abor) productivity 
value. Sky Chefs strongly espouses the use of the participative mode 
as well to supplement the above data. Improvement is left to the 
individual unit because it is felt that they best know where ineffi-
ciencies lie. 
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Groner (1964) describes how industry comparison can help hospi-
tals (and their foodservice departments). The Hospital Administrative 
Service (HAS) publishes a partial factor (labor) productivity value 
for dietary supplements for all participating hospitals in Hospitals 
magazine. CASH (see quality section) also publishes industry produc-
tivity data, as does the Commission on Professional and Hospital 
Activities through its Professional Activities Service (PAS). The 
Bureau of Labor Statistics plans to publish information related to 
hospitals (Mark, 1982). 
The productivity of service organizations can be calculated as a 
product of input, processirrg, output, or follow-up, timing and coordi-
nation; and the productivity of any organization can be no higher than 
the productivity of its weakest function (Heaton, 1977). Sumanth 
(1981) states that there is a definite need for educating the indus-
trial companies of the United States in productivity measurement. 
This need also exists in foodservice. We must begin measuring, then 
we must apply that measurement data to improvement efforts. An an-
alytical framework which encompasses all of the inputs and outputs of 
the system and which reveals how each of these contribute to perfor-
mance is needed to give this data meaning (Gold, 1980). Sink (1982) 
·states that the job of a manager is not only to decide which measures 
are appropriate and how to use them, but also to tie that measurement 
system in to improvement. 
Additional study of productivity in Foodservice is needed. Ruf 
(1975) states that more information on factors affecting productivity 
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components is needed, and Robertson (1982) stresses the need for 
continued education of foodservice management personnel in productiv-
ity measurement. 
Profitability 
Profitability is defined by Rausch (1982) as the earned return on 
owner's investment (equity) or the return earned on all things owned 
by the business (assets), and by Anthony and Herzlinger (1980) as the 
difference between revenue and expenses. Profit is an important part 
of the decision process in the profit-oriented company and the lack of 
this type of objective often causes confusion in the non-profit organi-
zation. It is often used as a measure of effectiveness by businesses 
(although it is incompletef •. In the.business operated for profit, 
profitability is the most easily quantified of the seven performance 
criteria. 
Profit-Oriented Businesses 
Profitability can be measured as the percentage of return on 
sales, the percentage of return on the owner's equity or the percent-
age of return on assets (Villano, 1977), or in absolute dollars or net 
income (Rausch, 1982). Financial reports such as the income statement 
balance sheet, and profit and loss statement play an important role in 
profitability evaluation. Rausch (1982) and Dudick (1972) stress the 
importance of ratio analyses as opposed to dollar amount in profit 
evaluation. Dudick states that ratios are diagnostic indicators 
of the wealth of a business and suggests such indicators as the 
relationship of current assets to current debts, net profits on net 
sales, net profit on tangible net worth, and net sales to inventory. 
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In planning for profitability, two methods are commonly used in 
profit-oriented businesses~ Return on investment relates earnings 
produced by a particular capital investment to the money needed to 
acquire it. Rausch (1982) states that it is by far the best available 
tool for deciding between several proposed capital investments. It is 
easily explained and defended and is also an excellent measure of 
management's performance. Break even analysis can be used to test a 
flexible budget, determine the volume of sales necessary to obtain a 
desired profit, compare profitability of various products or to deter-
mine what profitability would result from a range of sales values. 
Cost/benefit ratios are often utilized by non-profit organ i zat i ans to 
determine the feasibility of various programs. They are the net 
present value of inflows minus the outflows divided by the initial 
investment (Anthony and Herzlinger, 1980). They are also helpful in 
profit-oriented operations in evaluating programs within nonprofit 
departments such as research and development, administration, and 
personnel. 
Although often used as a measure of effectiveness, profit should 
not be the sole criteria for its evaluation. Profitability is short-
term; monetary measures do not measure all aspects of output and 
input, and the standards against which profits are judged are not 
always accurate (Anthony and Herzlinger, 1980). Dudick (1972) states 
that any measure of return on investment should be compared with that 
of competition and trade association statistics. According to Axler 
(1979), profit offers an indicator of business performance only when 
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it is compared with expected profits, a ·standard or past performance. 
Anthony and Herzlinger (1980) stress the importance of comparing 
profitability against a standard or expected figure rather than 
against previous years. To say that a business has done well finan-
cially simply because profits rose from one year to the next gives no 
indication as to what profits could or should have been. 
Dudick (1972) lists the following as keys to profit improvement: 
1. Proper product pricing practices 
2. Equipment utilization 
3. Control of inventories 
4. Knowledge of results 
5. More realistic planning 
Axler (1979) states that pr-0fit management in foodservice involves 
pricing, cost control, tax planning, and administration. Dukas (1976) 
lists the following as ways to increase profits in foodservice: re-
duce expenses, manipulate expenses (to reduce taxable income), or 
increase sales volume. The same author distinguishes between cost 
control (controlling costs) and cost accounting (simply recording 
costs). Cost accounting gives no information as to whether an expense 
was necessary; how and where it was incurred; or what person, activity 
or food group helped to create the expense. 
Non-Profit Operations 
A non-profit organization is characterized by: 
1. The absence of a profit measure 
2. Its tendency to be a service organization 
3. Constraints on goals and strategies 
4. Less dependence on clients for financial support 
5. The dominance of professionals 
6. Differences in governance 
7. Differences in top management 
8. Importance of political influences 
9. A tradition of inadequate management controls 
(Anthony and Herzlinger, 1980, p. 34). 
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A hospital is considered non-profit if it meets the requirements 
described in Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. 
Although many hospitals are big business, the non-profit hospital 
differs from the profit-oriented in that its primary objective is 
service rather than profit. Both profit and non-profit operations 
must operate within a preplanned budget. Anthony and Herzlinger 
(1980) state that if revenue exceeds expenses, a hospital's prices 
are too high or it is not rendering enough service for what it char-
ges. When receipts do exceed disbursements, the excess in a non-
profit hospital is applied to expansion and replacement of existing 
facilities and equipment, amortization of indebtedness, improvement of 
patient care and medical training, education, and research (Berman and 
Weeks, 1982). Both voluntary (non-profit) and proprietary (profit) 
hospitals obtain their financial resources from sales revenues gen-
erated in a competitive or quasi-competitive market. Both obtain the 
bulk of revenues from third party p~yments, 30% from Blue Cross, 30% 
from governmental agencies, 30% from commercial and independent in-
surance companies, and 10% from patients (Berman and Weeks, 1982). 
The inducement to operate more efficiently is often absent as long as 
Blue Cross and governmental agencies accept the prices they are 
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charged. These agencies pay cost or cost-plus rates because they are 
considered wholesalers of healthcare; whereas, commercial and inde-
pendent companies and patients pay a higher rate. 
In the non-profit hospital, the "income" statement is commonly 
called the "activity" or "operating" statement, and the bottom line, 
rather than being labeled "income," is entitled "excess of revenue 
over expenses," or something similar to this (Anthony and Herzlinger, 
1980). Terminology for such statements is given in the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants' (AICPA) Audit Guide~ _for 
Hospitals. Many grantors require that hospitals utilize this organi-
zation's format and terminology in order to be considered for funding. 
The shareholder's equity on the balance sheet is instead called 
"equity" or sometimes "func.f balance." Departments are called "respon-
sibility centers" rather than "profit centers." All else, including 
all principles for the measurement of revenues and expenses, is the 
same in non-profit and profit organizations. 
Profit is closely tied to productivity. Both are the relation-
ship of inputs and outputs. Profitability is revenue (output) minus 
expenses (input), while productivity is outputs divided by inputs. 
Rausch (1982) states that greater productivity is the sole solution to 
the constant pressure for working capital. When capital becomes 
scarce, sales volume must increase or expenses must decrease. Good 
control of inventory and efficiency in operations are essential for 
profitability (Dudick, 1972). 
Innovation 
Szilagyi (1981) defines innovation as that which refers to the 
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efforts in the basic sciences to develop new technologies, processes, 
methods, and products. Mintzberg (1983) sees innovation as a way to 
break from established patterns. Innovation is not synonymous with 
creativity or imagination. The invention of the automat1c transmis-
sion was a creative advance, but a change in a car's body design (to 
accommodate the new transmission) is innovation (Carney, 1981). All 
creative acts are innovative but not all innovations are creative. 
Innovation, then, is applied creativity, or as Mueller (1971) states, 
invention is conception of the idea and innovation is use of the idea. 
Innovation differs also from change in that innovation is a delib-
erate, novel, specific change aimed at accomplishing the goals of the 
system more effectively (Mueller, 1971). Change is not always benefi-
cial or goal-directed. 
Two types of innovation within organizations are delineated by 
Steele (1975). They are: (1) demand induced--challenging research 
and development (R and D) to discover the solution to a perceived need 
of the business (external impetus) and (2) supply pushed--persistent 
advocacy of an inventor who sees opportunity or latent need that he 
believes he can satisfy or he conceives a solution for which he seeks 
to demonstrate or create a need (internal impetus). 
In the late 1950 1 s, 82% of the world's major innovations were 
produced in the United States. By the mid 1960's, that percentage had 
dropped to 55%. In the mid 1960 1 s, 50% of all research done in the 
world was done in the United States. Today, that figure is 20%. Our 
government, which once supported two-thirds of all research in this 
country, now supports one-half. The proportion of scientists and 
engineers in the United States dropped from 25.4 per 10,000 to 24.8 
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per 10,000 between 1965 and 1975, while during the same period it 
doubled in the Soviet Union and West Germany (Carney, 1981). Nineteen 
percent of all industrial R and D done in the United States is done by 
four companies and 75% is done by 100 companies (Steel, 1975). The 
following are given by Carney (1981) as reasons for the United States' 
decline in creativity and innovation: 
1. Government regulations have made it so difficult that it is 
now impossible for businesses to finance the research necessary to 
develop products and still fulfill their obligations to stockholders. 
2. Business leaders are not able to evaluate risk, so they take 
the easy way out and avoid anything they cannot prove to be safe. 
3. The image of what a successful business is has changed and 
the ~equirements for succe~s do not permit creative research. 
4. The self-image of business leaders has ~hanged; they must 
operate a business to fulfill their own ambition and there is no room 
for creative research or creativity of any kind. 
5. Lack of appreciation in industry for any idea originating 
outside its own research prevents industry from taking advantage of a 
great source of creativity. 
The same author suggests that money, when used correctly, could 
solve these problems and proposes that the government act as a venture 
capitalist, sponsoring the research of independent inventors. The 
government would receive a return of 800-1,000% in three to five 
years; therefore, the taxpayer would lose nothing. All taxes could be 
paid by whomever commercializes the product. He also proposes a 
liberalization of the policy on granting exclusive licenses on patents 
owned by the government, and feels that greater cooperation is needed 
between universities where basic research is conducted and industry 
where that basic research can be operationalized to result in new 
products or processes. 
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According to Steele (1975), th~ creative process begins with the 
creator conceiving of something new; this then moves to the perception 
of a use or the use to which something new can be put by society. 
This new thing is then reduced to practice. At this stage it must 
fill a perceived need and must be reproducible by a reliable, economi-
cally feasible method. Potential users are then identified and in-
duced to purchase. Of the total costs involved in this process, only 
5-10% are utilized at the basic invention stage. Ninety percent of 
the costs are involved in the engineering and design of a product (10-
20%), getting ready for ma~ufacture (40-60%), manufacturing (5-15%), 
and marketing and start-up expenses (10-25%). 
Numerous tests have been written on how to organize for, manage, 
and control innovation. Mueller (1971) states that a better approach 
to R and D in industry might be how not to organize for innovation. 
The education process in this country trains creativity out and con-
formity in (Carney, 1981). How then should management approach this 
area so vital to the continued survival of an organization--this 
performance criteria which gives an organization the competitive edge, 
but only as long at it takes the competition to copy it? Butler 
(1981), in his review of the composition of groups involved in innova-
tion and strategy formulation, states that appropriate group composi-
tion and leadership varies, depending upon the stage of development at 
which the group is working. He states that any group which has set-
tled into a stable pattern of working will cease to be innovative. In 
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order to regenerate themselves, leadership rotation and restructuring 
the group into ones in which all channels are opened, via brainstorm-
ing (nominal group technique and quailty circles might work as well) 
are suggested. Szylagyi (1981) states that the organization that 
wishes to be innovative must avoid all the trappings of bureaucratic 
structure, particularly sharp divisions of labor, extensive unit dif-
ferentiation, highly formalized behavior, and an emphasis on planning 
and control systems. Above all, he cautions, it must always remain 
flexible. Peters and Waterman (1982) reiterate this idea in their 
study of successful, innovative companies. These companies are more 
11 fluid 11 ; they are what Bennis (1969) called adhocracies, as opposed to 
bureaucracies. The same authors stress the importance of being open 
to ideas from outside sources, particularly customers. The customer 
knows what he will buy and is therefore an excellent source of ideas 
for product development. Excellent, innovative companies, according 
to Peters and Waterman (1983) will: 
1. Have a bias for action ( 1 do it 1 , 'fix it 1 , 'try it 1 ). 
2. Stay close to the customer. 
3. Encourage autonomy and entrepreneurship. 
4. Seek productivity through people (respect for the individual). 
5. Use a 'hands-on, value driven' approach. 
6. Stick to their knitting (know their business). 
7. Have a simple form and lean staff. 
8. Have simultaneous loose-tight properties. 
According to Roberts (1981), the following persons are needed for 
innovative ideas: 
1. Creative scientist or engineer. 
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2. Entrepreneur (who pushes the idea toward commercialization). 
3. Project manager (who focuses on specifics--will it sell? Is 
is fundable?). 
4. Sponsor (an in-house individual who provides coaching and 
back-up for the scientists and engineers). 
5. Gatekeeper (who brings essential information to the techni-
cal and marketing organizations). 
Schon (1963) states that any new idea either finds a champion or 
it dies. A champion is one who 11 provides the energy required to cope 
with the indifference and resistance that major technical change 
provokes 11 (Maidique, 1982). He includes this individual in his key 
roles in the innovation process: 
1. Technological eng~epreneur--controls the venture, usu~lly the . 
chief executive officer (CEO). 
2. Product champion--risks his/her position and prestige to see 
the innovation through to successful implementation. 
3. Executive champion--controls resource allocation, channels 
resources to a new innovation. 
Quinn (1982) lists the following as blocks to the optimum produc-
tion and use of technology in American companies: short term manage-
ment incentives, lack of urgency in research, entrenched ideas and 
vested interests, aging of key management and operating personnel, 
and overly long lines of formal authority. The same author suggests 
establishing a policy framework and "management attitudes 11 which en-
courage flexibility, reward those responsible for successful changes 
and promote cooperation between organizational units, and control the 
organization toward its goals so that members are not overwhelmed by 
short-sighted, quick profit opportunities. 
Innovation may be seen in technological and procedural areas. 
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Technological advances in the foodservice industry in recent years 
include the blast freezer, the microwave oven, conveyorized broilers, 
energy saving ventilation systems, and circular dish machines and tray 
liners. Procedural advances may involve a new marketing technique, a 
change in work flow involved in food processing, or a new incentive 
system. Innovations in healthcare such as Health Maintenance Organi-
zations (HMO's) and outpatient surgery may also affect the hospital 
dietary department. Eighty-one percent of the industrial engineers 
responding to a recent survey stated;that capital investment in new or 
automated machinery (in order to improve productivity) had taken place 
in their industries within the previous five years (11 IE 1 s Describe 
Productivity Improvement Efforts, Identify Obstacles to Their Suc-
cess,11 1983). Sumanth and Einspruch (1980), however, state that 
despite the fact that technology is the single most important factor 
to enhance productivity, 80% of all companies utilize procedure-based 
techniques. 
Measurement 
Sherman (n. d.) states that there are three measures of the 
utility of an innovation--cost, quality, and access. The value placed 
on each differs, depending upon ones• perspective. Any judgment about 
innovations is a value judgment. The appraisal of innovation from the 
economic point of view (as is done by managers) cannot be restricted 
to physical inputs and.outputs (Gold, 1980). White (1975) expands 
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upon this, stating that the usual output measures used for R and D 
departments (research reports, research notes, technical memoranda, 
publications) gives a quantitative guide to quality.of the work but is 
inappropriate to measure productivity. The input measure is often 
used--resources consumed does not always correlate with the research 
done. Basic (foundation) research will not result directly in pub-
lished reports but is none the less vital to the later products and 
processes which may result. The same author also notes a time diffi-
culty in measurement. Whereas management generally evaluates based 
upon annual results, a five year trend would be more useful in evalua-
ting Rand D functions. 
There are other ways to evaluate R and D. Mission-oriented 
research must be under administrative control in order to obtain 
results within a reasonable time period (White, 1975). The same 
author suggests evaluation of research for efficiency on the basis of 
the following points: 
1. Economy of experimentation. Make available any resources 
that are needed. 
2. Scale of experimentation. Conduct each step on the right 
scale. 
3. Tools of research. Make available modern tools as technical 
aids to efficiency. 
4. Assistance to research workers. Have all routine services 
(photography, microscopy, chemical analysis, etc.) done by assistants. 
Other helpful evaluation tools for R and D given by White (1975) 
include: (1) staff inspection, (2) job evaluation, (3) method stud-
ies, and (4) activity sampling. Carney (1981) suggests two ways to 
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improve productivity: first, capital investment in modern plants and 
equipment; second, development of innovative processes that allow for 
economies of production. 
Summary 
The seven organizational performance criteria are highly interre-
lated. The criteria on which the most emphasis is placed varies from 
operation to operation and from one industry to another. 
Productivity is the relationship of quantities of outputs to 
quantities of inputs for the same time period, and a combination of 
effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness is doing the right 
things, while efficiency is doing things right (Drucker, 1974), or the 
degree to which a system uses the right amount of resources (Sink, 
1983a). Quality is the degree to which a product or service conforms 
to predetermined standards (Adam et al., 1981), or (at the consumer 
level), fitness for use (Juran and Gryna, 1980). Quality of Worklife 
involves the affective responses of participants to living and working 
in an organizational system (Sink, 1983a). Profitability is the 
difference between revenue and expenses, and innovation is applied 
creativity. 
Many businesses see profitability as the bottom line. It is 
possible to be profitable without being productive--in the short run. 
A new, much-desired product may provide profit; however, the product 
is unique only as long as it takes for it to be copied. Once competi-
tion steps in and challenges the quality or price of that service or 
product, the operation must be productive in order to remain profit-
able. Quality must be a part of any productivity measurement program. 
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The productive plant which produces an inferior product is not likely 
to remain profitable for long. The relationship of quality of work-
1 ife to the other performance criteria is blurry, but there is enough 
literature proposing a link between the dissatisfied worker and poor 
performance to make it worthy of consideration to all managers. Inno-
vation is often the key to long-term success in industry. 
No one of these criteria is more important to the success of all 
operations than any other. However, low productivity is a problem, 
especially in foodservice, but also in all industries nationwide. For 
that reason, this study emphasizes productivity, but seeks to better 
understand its role in foodservice by examining current measurement 
and control practices for all seven organizational performance criteria 
(see Figure 1 for a summary of the productivity management process). 
CHAPTER II I 
METHOD 
Robertson's (1982) findings indicated that food service managers 
in health care delivery systems are defining and measuring productiv-
ity in terms of related performance criteria such as quality, effi-
ciency, and effectiveness rather than as the relationship of outputs 
to inputs. It is the purpose of this study to carry this status 
survey one step further; to see how the six other performance criteria 
are defined and measured wh·en productivity is specifically stated to 
be output/input. 
Research Design 
Descriptive status survey was the research design utilized to 
meet the objectives of the study. Fox (1969) states that descriptive 
surveys describe a specific set of phenomena at one point in time. 
Joseph and Joseph (1979) refer to descriptive research as that which 
systematically describes a situation, area of i~terest, series of 
events, opinions, attitudes, or other variable or set of variables in 
a factual and accurate manner. According to the same authors, de-
scription is based on data collected from a representative sample 
without bias. Descriptive survey was chosen for the study in order to 
reach a broad spectrum of foodservice professionals working in various 




The criteria established for participants in the survey were 
membership in the ADA practice group 11 ADA members with management 
responsibilities in health care delivery systems 11 and current employ-
ment in hospital food service management. A mailing list of approxi-
mately 3,500 practice group members was obtained from the ADA. 
Participant selection was made by randomly selecting a name on the 
first page of the mailing label list, then taking every seventh name 
thereafter. If the person selected was obviously not employed in a 
hospital, they were eliminated from the study and the next person on 
the list was included. Persons to whom the instrument was sent were 
asked to forward it on to management personnel if they were not famil-
iar with management practices in that hospital. A total of 500 ques-
tionnaires were mailed. 
Data Collection 
Preliminary Study 
A pilot study was conducted at a productivity conference spon-
sored by the ADA's practice group: "ADA Members With Management 
Responsibilities in Health Care Delivery Systems." A seven page 
questionnaire (bright orange color) was used which included two pages 
of demographic data questions and five pages of questions pertaining 
to evaluation and control of organizational performance. Open-ended 
questions were used in order to obtain as much information about 
current practices as possible. The questionnaire required consider-
able time and thought. Seventy questionnaires were distributed at the 
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meeting. The compiled data from the 16% responses provided insight 
and guidelines to the researcher. Based on the data obtained from the 
pilot study, several questions were omitted completely, and it was 
decided that the final instrument would have to consist of closed, 
easily understood questions in order to increase participation. De-
scriptions of outputs collected, inputs collected, ratios, indices, 
and other dimensions under each performance criteria were analyzed for 
possible inclusion in the final instrument. 
The Instrument 
The research instrument designed for the final study consisted of 
two main sections: Demographic Data (entitled "General Information") 
and Performance Criteria. -Performance Criteria was divided into seven 
sections (one for each of the criteria). At the end of the instru-
ment, participants were asked to rate the criteria according to how 
much time they spent evaluating each, and according to how important 
they felt evaluation of each is to the successful operation of a food 
service facility. Comments concerning the definitions used or the 
survey in general were solicited at the end of the instrument. The 
instrument was reviewed for validity and reliability by a panel of 
Oklahoma State University graduate faculty members from the depart-
ments of Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration; Hotel and 
Restaurant Administration; Industrial Engineering; and Statistics. 
The instrument consisted of three types of questions. Under 
11 Productivity, 11 respondents were asked to circle the number which 
corresponded with how often they use the control measures listed. A 
Likert-type scale was used, ranging from 1 (always) to 5 (never). The 
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majority of questions used required the respondent to simply check 
"yes" or "no" or to place a check in the box beside an evaluation or 
control measure he or she uses. The rating questions required a 
response using a scale of 1-7. "One" was the number to be given to 
the criteria on which he or she spends the most time (or feels is most 
important), and "seven" was to be given to the criteria on which they 
spend the least time (or feels is least important). 
Distribution Procedure 
The instrument was printed on three sheets of ivory paper and 
mailed along with a cover letter explaining the project and instruc-
ting the respondents on how to complete and return the questionnaire. 
Mailing information and codes were printed on the back of the last 
sheet so that the instrument could be mailed without being placed in 
an envelope, and could be refolded and mailed back in the same manner. 
Data Analysis 
Data obtained from the survey were keypunched on computer cards, 
three cards per respondent, and were analyzed using the Statistical 
Analysis System (SAS) (Barr and Goodnight, 1972). Frequency distribu-
tions showed the occurrence of each method of performance evaluation 
or control. Chi square was used to study the relationship between 
selected demographic variables and the methods of evaluation and 
importance to the various types of foodservice operations. A 5% 
level of significance was used for the purposes of this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Data for the study were obtained via the instrument described 
in Chapter III, 11 Methods and Procedures. 11 The questionnaire was 
mailed to 500 randomly selected members of the ADA Practice Group 
11 ADA Members With Management Responsibiliiies in Health Care Delivery 
Systems." The response rate was 24% (N=l20). Twenty-one percent 
(N=l09) of the returned questionnaires were usable for analysis 
purposes. Reasons for exclusion included employment outside the 
hospital setting, knowledge and answers relating to clinical aspects 
only, and non-response to one or more pages. 
Chracteristics of Survey Participants 
Age and Years of Experience 
One-half of the responding sample was below the age of 39 years 
(N=55), and one-half was over 39 years of age (N=54). One-half 
(N=55) had fewer than 10 years of experience, and one-half (N=54) had 
10 or more years of experience. 
Degrees Attained and Productivity Training 
Sixty-seven percent (N=74) of the respondents listed a bachelor 
of science degree as the highest degree attained. Thirty percent 
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(N=33) had master's degrees and one had completed a doctorate. 
Fifty-five percent (N=61) of the survey participants had no training 
in productivity measurement, while 44 percent (N=48) had prior train-
ing. Examples of the type of productivity training given included 
college courses in management and engineering, workshops, seminars, 
contract company training courses, work with a hospital's productiv-
ity department, work with a consultant, ADA and American Society for 
Hospital Foodservice Administrator's (ASHFSA) meetings and ADA Prac-
tice Group seminars. 
Route to ADA Membership 
Fifty-eight percent (N-63) of the respondents listed internshp 
as their route to membersnip. Fourteen percent (N=l6) completed a 
tbree year work experience, 9% (N=lO) listed master's degree and six 
months of pre-planned work experience, and 8% (N=9) completed train-
eeships. Eight percent (N=9) of the respondents had graduated from 
CUP programs. 
Position Title 
The predominant position title of the 109 respondents was that 
of foodservice director (N=71, 65%). Twelve percent (N=14) are 
assistant directors, 11% are administrative dietitians, 2 are consul-
tants, and the remaining 8 checked the "other" category under posi-
tion title. Positions described under "other" included foodservice 
manager, chief of dietetic services, corporate coordinating dieti-
tian, district manager, and assistant dietitian. 
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Characteristics of the Institutions 
Type of Hospital, Size, and Type of Management 
Forty-four percent of the respondents are employed in non-
government, non-profit hospitals; 25% are employed in non-federal 
(state, county, city); and 13% checked 11 other, 11 which included gov-
ernment-funded, church-operated hospitals, non-profit clinics, long-
term care facilities, non-federal district hospitals, and nursing 
homes. Eleven percent of the respondents are employed in investor-
owned institutions, and 4% are in federally-owned hospitals. Fifty-
three percent (N=58) of the hospitals have more than 299 beds, while 
46% (N=51) have fewer than 299 beds. Eighty-eight percent of the 
foodservice operations are 1ndependently managed, and 11% (N=l2) are 
contracted to foodservice management companies. 
Foodservice System 
Eighty-nine percent (N=98) of the survey participants manage 
conventional foodservice systems. Only 10% (N=ll) manage systems 
such as assembly/serve, cook/chill, and cook/freeze. 
Performance Criteria 
Productivity 
Respondents were asked to state how often they use certain 
input and output control measures in their hospitals' foodservice 
operation. Answer selections were given using a five-point, 
Likert-type scale ranging from "Never" to "Always" (see Appendix). 
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Respondents were asked to circle the point value under the.term which 
best described their use of the particular control (five points for 
11 Never 11 ; one point for 11 Always 11 ). 
Inputs - A significant number of respondents are controlling 
inputs (at least sometimes) by way of the examples given (over 92% in 
the eight examples which did not involve energy management). The 
first input control listed was the use of detailed specifications 
when purchasing equipment and supplies (Table II). Almost all of the 
participants (96%) answered this affirmatively ( 11 Always, 11 11 Usually, 11 
or 11 Sometimes 11 ). Two respondents replied that they rarely use speci-
fications. Ninety-four percent of the respondents do check and 
appropriately adjust, if necessary, labor usage at least quarterly 
(input control 2), while 93% of the respondents comparison shop for 
food and supplies (input control 3). 
Input control 4, "take advantage of seasonal food buys, 11 was 
answered affirmatively again by almost all of the survey participants 
(96%). A significant difference in the type of hospital using this 
control was observed (p=.0016, x2=43.704, DF=20)~ All of the fed-
erally-owned and non-federal (state, county, city) and non-
government, non-profit hospitals are taking advantage of seasonal 
food buys. Eighty-three percent of the investor-owned, and 86% of 
those classifying themselves as 11 other 11 answered the question affirm-
atively. Three percent of the respondents rarely or never take 
advantage of seasonal food buys. 
Standardized recipes (input control 5) are used in 97% of the 
institutions involved. The evaluation of kitchen energy costs and 
Input Control Always 
l. Use of detailed specifications 
when purchasing equipment and 
supplies. 55 
2. Check (and appropriately ad-
just, if necessary) labor us-
age at least quarterly. 58 
3. Comparison shop for food and 
supplies. 61 
4. Take advantage of seasonal 
food buys. 42 
5. Use standardized recipes. 58 
6. Evaluate kitchen energy costs 
at least quarterly. 4 
7. Monitor energy usage of spe-
cific pieces of equipment. l 
8. Routinely conduct physical 
inventory of storeroom. 92 
9. Monitor breakage and pilfer-
age of supplies. 41 
TABLE II 
INPUT CONTROLS 

































TABLE II (Continued) 
No. of Persons Res~onding 
Input Control Always Usua.l ly Sometimes 
10. Periodically review and revise 
job descriptions in order to 
prevent duplication of tasks. 61 42 5 








the monitoring energy usage of particular pieces of equipment (input 
controls 6 and 7) are not commonly practiced. Thirty-three of the 
respondents are evaluating energy costs at least quarterly, and 28 
respondents follow energy usage of particular pieces of equipment. 
Ninety-six percent (N=lOl) of the responding sample are conducting 
physical inventories of· storerooms (input control 8). The monitoring 
of pilferage of supplies (input control 9) is done by 101 of the 109 
respondents. Job descriptions are reviewed periodically by 99% of 
the survey participants. Other items given as input controls by 
respondents include: portion control, employee selection, quality 
inspections, work measurement, production vs. usage monitoring, stand-
ards of operation, use of work and duty schedules, tray timing, and 
annual budget preparation~ These are primarily labor input controls 
(employee selection, work measurement, use of work and duty sched-
ules, and budget--which may be used to control labor). Quality 
inspections and standards of operation, although indirectly related 
to productivity, are not input controls. Portion control and tray 
timing are output controls. 
Outputs - Positive response to the use of the four output 
controls given ranged from 90-98%. A significant association was 
observed between the use of daily census reports (output control 1) 
(Table III) and types of foodservice systems (p=.0010, x2=10.88l, 
DF=l). Ninety-eight percent of those employed in conventional food-
service systems utilize this control, while 81% of those in other 
systems (assembly/serve, cook/chill, cook/freeze) use census reports. 
This is understandable, since food production in cook/chill and 
Output Control 
1. Check daily census reports and 
plan production accordingly. 
2. Keep production records for 
cafeteria and catering as well 
as patient meal service. 
3. Check production records at 
least quarterly to see that 
production is appropriate for 
demand in cafeteria. 
4. Have a system for using lef-




No. of Persons Res~onding 
Always ____ us-ual ly Sometimes 
72 27 7 
76 20 8 
46 37 11 
68 28 10 














cook/freeze systems is done 24 or more hours before it is to be 
served and must, therefore, be based on census forecasting rather 
than on actual census. Output control 2, the keeping of production 
records for cafeteria, catering, and patient meal service, was an-
swered affirmatively by 104 of the 109 participants. Nearly all 
(N=l06) of the 109 respondents have a system for using leftover bulk 
food from patient meal service. A significant difference was seen in 
the types of foodservice systems using this control {p= .. 0071, x2 
=12.064, DF=3). All hospitals using conventional systems (N=97) 
reuse leftover bulk food on a regular basis. In contrast, only 9 of 
the 11 hospitals using other systems practice this control. This 
difference may be attributable in part to the fact that bulk food in 
other systems (cook/chi 11 ·and cook/freeze) has been he 1 d in the 
chilled or frozen state prior to plating. Concern over microbiologi-
cal safety may discourage its reuse. Ninety percent (N=99) of the 
respondents are checking production records for the cafeteria at 
least quarterly to see that production is appropriate for demand. 
Other output controls described by respondents include stand-
ards for issue of products according to recipe quantity, computerized 
forecasting, quality monitoring, long-range forecasting, menu mix, 
and sales analysis and labor hour cuts when census is low. Computer-
ized (and long-range) forecasting reduce overproduction; menu mix and 
sales analysis coordinates production and sales. These, therefore, 
are valid output controls. Standards for issue of a product accord-
ing to recipe quantity is an output control for the storeroom or 
ingredient room only; it is an input control for the dietary opera-
tion in general. Quality monitoring is indirectly related to 
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productivity but is not an output control. Labor hour cuts with low 
census is an input control. 
Ratios and Indexes Used to Assess Productivity - The second 
section under 11 Productivity11 asked if the respondent is using ratios 
and/or indexes by which to assess productivity, and if so, which 
ones. Eighty-two percent (N=90) stated that they are using ratios 
and indexes. The most commonly used ratio is meals/total food cost 
(N=71). This figure is easily determined by checking production and 
purchasing records (95% of the respondents stated that they are 
keeping production records for patient and non-patient meal service). 
The use of this ratio is significantly affected by the years of 
.......__·--------~-------·---·------ .. . - ····-'"'"---~-- -·-·---····,··. ---· . - "-·---.~- , .... ------ --- .. ~---·~---- -·-·---- "'"··------~- .. --·-·--..... , ............ ._ .. ,~ ... -,.-... . 
experience (p=.0524, x2=3.764, DF=l). Seventy-four percent of those 
' . --· "-------~----.... --------.. ~--~-·· ... 
with 10 or more years of experience are using this ratio. The second 
most commonly used ratio, meals/labor hours paid, is used by 57 of 
the 109 respondents. This is easily derived from labor and produc-
tion records. Use of this ratio is significantly associated with 
training in productivity measurement (p=.0584, X2=3.581, DF=l) and 
with the years of experience (p=.0271, x2=4.883, DF=l). Meals/labor 
hours worked is used by 53 of those responding. It involves subtrac-
ting out sick leave, vacation time, and other paid hours that are not 
~ 
actually worked, and is a more accurate reflection of an operation's 
productivity than is meals/labor hours paid. 
The ratio patient days/hours worked (used by 34% of the respond-
ents) is most common in foodservice systems other than conventional 
(p=.0347, x2=4.461, DF=l), and with respondents with 10 or more years 
of experience (p=.0131, x2=6.616, DF=l). Training in productivity 
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measurement also influenced the tendency of a respondent to answer 
affirmatively to this ratio (p=.0330, x2=4.546, DF=l). Forty-five 
percent of the respondents with training are using it, while only 26% 
of those without training are doing so. Patient days is preferred 
over meals as an output measure by many foodservice professionals 
because of the ambiguity associated with the term 11 mea l . •• However, 
much of the literature on productivity in foodservice uses meals as 
the output measure. Patient days is often based on a midnight census 
which is not reflective of the amount of foodservice activity during 
the day. Meals/man-minutes is used by 33% of the respondents. A 
significantly higher number of systems other than conventional are 
utilizing this ratio (p=.0228, x2=5.183, DF=l). 
FTE's (Full Time Eq~ivalent)/specific task (an inverse ratio--
inputs/outputs) is used by 14% of the survey participants (N=l6), 
with 36% of those in systems other than conventional using it, while 
only 12% in conventional systems are doing so (p=.0321, x2=41594, 
DF=l). FTEs are a common labor recordkeeping unit in hospitals; 
however, the low usage rate of this ratio may be related to the 
degree of work measurement knowledge necessary to analyze a task in 
such detail and by the expense involved in doing so. Eighty percent 
of the respondents employed in federally-owned institutions and 8% of 
those in non-government, non-profit institutions are using this ra-
tio. The pilot study showed an association between the use of the 
inverse of the ratio, ratio/actual man-minutes, and federally-owned 
(Veteran•s Administration) hospitals. The use of this ratio by non-
government, non-profit institutions was unexpected by the researcher. 
Perhaps productivity training obtained during employment in federal 
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facilities is being applied during later employment in non-
government, non-profit hospitals. It is also possible that litera-
ture using this ratio is widely available to the public sector. The 
type of foodservice system also significantly impacted upon the use 
of rations served/actual man minutes (p=.0157, x2=5.840, DF=l).' 
Twenty-seven percent of those employed in non-conventional systems 
are using this ratio, while only six percent of those in conventional 
systems are using it. No explanation is attempted for this link, 
except perhaps the possibility of an association between systems used 
and hospital type. No tests were run to determine if such a correla-
tion existed. Few respondents stated that they are using the inverse 
of any of the seven ratios given. This researcher believes, based on 
the literature review, that in reality inverse ratios (input/output) 
are much more commonly used than the reverse. 
Several significant associations were observed in the use of 
particular ratios and 10 or more years of experience in systems other 
than conventional (assemble/serve, cook/chill, cook/freeze). Respond-
ents with fewer than 10 years of experience are primarily using meals/ 
total food cost (56%), meals/labor hours paid (41%), and meals/labor 
hours worked (40%). Total respondents in this category stating that 
they do develop ratios and indices by which to assess productivity was 
81%, compared with 83% of those with 10 or more years of experience. 
In conventional systems, the ratio most commonly used is meals/ 
total food cost (65%). Fifty-one percent are using meals/labor hours 
paid, and 46% are using meals/labor hours worked. Eighty percent of 
the respondents in conventional systems are using ratios and indices, 
compared with 100% of the respondents in other systems. Table IV 
summarizes significant associations found in ratio usage. 
Effectiveness 
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Under the criteria 11 Effectiveness, 11 respondents were asked 
whether or not they set specific goals for their operation and how 
goal attainment is evaluated. Ninety-five of the 109 respondents 
answered that they do set specific goals. A significantly higher 
number of those with training in productivity measurement set such 
goals than those without training (p=.0019, X2=8.872, DF=l). Since 
goal setting is a much discussed topic in college courses and at 
continuing education seminars, this link was not unexpected. Two of 
the methods were positively ·affected by training in productivity 
measurement: breaking goals into subgoals (p=.0588, x2=3.571, DF=l) 
and the use of personnel statistical reports (p=.0001, x2=15.524, 
DF=l). A significant association was also observed between type of 
hospital and the use of evaluation meetings (p=.0223, x2=13.123, 
DF=5). They are used by institutions classifying themselves as 
11 other 11 (73%), non-federal (state, county, city) (42%), federally-
owned (40%), non-profit, non-government (39%), and investor-owned 
(8%). 
Quality 
Respondents were asked if they have quality standards specific 
to their operation, and if so, by whom they are developed, the means 
of quality control, the involvement of employees in quality stand-
ards, and the organizations which govern quality standards in this 
TABLE IV 
SIGNIFICANT ASSOCIATIONS FOUND IN RATIOS USED 
Ratio Used 
Meals/total food cost (PFPR). 
Valid only if figured in con-
stant dollars. 
Meals/labor hours paid (PFPR). 
Less accurate than meals/labor 
hours worked. 
Meals/labor hours worked (PFPR). 
Labor hours paid minus sick leave, 
vacation leave, and any other 
time paid but not worked. 
Patient days/hours worked. Most 
accurate when based on an a.m. 
or mid-day census. 
Factors Showing Positive 
Correlation 
Experience (p=.05). Respond-
ents with 10 or more years of 
experience more likely to use 
this ratio. · 
Experience {p=.02). Respond-
ents with 10 or more years of 
experience more likely to use 
this ratio. 
Training (p=.05). Respondents 
with training in productivity 
measurement more likely to use 
this ratio. 
No significant associations. 
Experience {p=.01). Respondents 
with 10 or more years of experi-
ence more likely to use this 
ratio. 
System {p=.03). Systems other 
than conventional more likely 
to use this ratio. 










Some respondents prefer min-
utes over labor hours as a 
labor input measure. 
FTEs/specific task. 
An inverse ratio. 
Rations/served/actual man-
, minutes (PFPR). 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Factors Showing Positive 
Correlation 
Training (p=.03). Respondents 
with training in productivity 
measurement more likely to use 
this ratio. 
System (p=.02). Respondents in 
systems other :than conventional 
more likely to use this ratio. 
System (p=.03). Respondents in 
systems other than conventional 
more likely to use this ratio. 
Hospital Type (p=.0001). Federal 
institutions most like to use this 
ratio, followed by non-government, 
non-profit. 
System (p=.01). Respondents in 
systems other than conventional 
more likely to use this ratio. 









operation. Ninety-eight percent (N=l07) of the respondents indicated 
that they have quality standards specific to their operation. In 
most operations (54%), standards are developed by the foodservice 
director, followed by 44% having standards developed by a management 
team. Twenty percent have assistant directors who set the standards, 
and in 13%, administrative dietitians do so. Others setting stand-
ards are quality assurance coordinators (11%), production managers 
. (10%), foodservice management companies (3%), and others (8%). 
Others mentioned included the Joint Commission on Accreditation of 
Hospitals (JCAH), state health departments, clinical dietitians, 
supervisors, corporate dietitians, and clinical coordinators. Qual-
ity control measures in which significant associations were observed 
are shown in Table V. Tray audits are more often used by dietitians 
over the age of 39 and with 10 or more years of experience than by 
their younger, less experienced counterparts. They are also more 
commonly used in large hospitals than in small hospitals, a fact 
which may be related to the loss of control associated with a larger 
volume of output. The link between temperature check of food on 
wards and periodic checks of food delivery time with hospital type 
may signal a link between hsopital type and foodservice system used. 
The association of these controls with age and experience may be 
explained by the fact that experience has shown a need for such on-
going formal control systems or perhaps dietetics' education is not 
stressing quality control as it has in the past. 
A significant association existed between training and periodic 
survey of customers and patients as to quality of food and service. 
This may reflect the current popularity of surveys as a stat us 
TABLE V 
SIGNIFICANT ASSOCIATIONS FOUND IN QUALITY CONTROLS 
Quality Control 
Tray audits 
Temperature check of food 
on wards 
Factors Showi~g Positive 
Correlation 
Years of Experience (p=.0042) 
(10 or more years more like 
to use) 
Age (p=.0195) .(over 39 years 
more likely to use) 
Size of Hospital {p=.0323) 
(large hospitals more likely 
to use) 
Registration (p=.0159) (reg-
istered more likely than non-
registered to use) 
Age (p=.0141) (over 39 years 
more likely to use) 
Years of Experience (p=.0141) 
(10 or more years more likely 
to use) 
Type of Hospital (P=.05) (order 
of use: federal, non-government, 
non-profit, non-federal, "other, 11 
and investor-owned) 







Periodic checks of food delivery 
time 
Periodic survey of customers and 
patients concerning quality of 
food and service 
Unannounced sanitation inspections 
TABLE V (Continued) 
Factors Showing Positive 
Correlation 
Years of Experience (p=.0391) 
(10 or more years more likely 
to use) 
Type of Hospital (p=.05) (order 
of use: federal, non-government, 
non-profit, "other," non-federa 1, 
and investor-owned) 
Training in Productivity Measure-
ment (p=.0138) (with training 
more likely to use) 
Years of Experience (p=.05) (10 
or more years more likely to 
use) 








assessment instrument. Unannounced sanitation inspections were also 
associated with years of experience, as were tray audits, temperature 
checks of food on ward, and periodic checks of food delivery time. 
The data suggest that foodservice professionals responding to the 
questionnaire who had 10 or more years of experience are more ac-
tively controlling quality via the formal methods given. Quality 
standards are being discussed with employees beyond in-service train-
; ng by 91% of the respondents. The di rec tor wa_s given as the person 
most often responsible for quality control and JCAH is the organiza-
tion most often governing quality standards (Tables VI and VII). 
Efficiency 
In this section of th.e questionnaire the researcher sought to 
determine how closely the four resource categories (mate~ials, labor, 
capital, and energy) are being followed in foodservice. Resources 
were grouped for selection based upon data provided by respondents in 
the pilot study. Resources monitored on a regular basis varied 
according to hospital type, foodservice management, foodservice sys-
tem, age of the respondent, training, and route to ADA membership 
(Table VIII). Most respondents (72%) are following labor, materials, 
and capital and not energy (as previously shown in the input control 
portion of the questionnaire). Sixty-seven percent (N=74) of the 
respondents do compare resource use with resource utilization targets. 
Quality of Worklife 
Respondents were asked if they measure quality of worklife 
(QWL) in their operation and then were asked to check the means by 
TABLE VI 
PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR QUALITY CONTROL 


















*Others given were the same as listed under "Quality" in this chap-
ter in answer to the question "Who develops standards?" 
TABLE VII 
ORGANIZATIONS GOVERNING QUALITY STANDARDS 
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Organization N Percentage of Hospitals 
JCAH 96 88 
State health codes 88 80 
City health codes 42 38 
County health codes 40 36 
"Other" 13 11 
Contract company standards 10 9 
*Others included: SERP, SIR, In-House, Administration, ADA, Federal 
Sanitation Guidelines, Medicare, Medicaid, Veteran's Administra-
tation, SNF, and ICF. 
Resources Controlled 
Labor, materials, capital, and 
energy 
Labor, materials, capital 
Labor, materials, energy 
Materials and labor 
Materials only 
TABLE VII I 
RESOURCE CONTROL 
Factors Affecting Use 
Hospital Type (p=.0010) (Federal 
and 11 other 11 institutions most 
likely to follow all resources) 
No significant associations 
No significant associations 
Age (p=.05) (over 39 years more 
l i ke l y to fo 11 ow) 
Experience (p=.001) (10 or more 
years more likely to follow) 
Foodservice System (. 047) ("other" 
systems more likely than conven-
tional to follow) 
Contract foodservice (p=.0045) 
Productivity training (p=.039) 
(with training more likely to be 
using than those without training) 
No significant associations 










which they are assessing QWL. Sixty-six percent of the respondents 
checked that they do measure the quality of worklife. The means by 
which this is accomplished include: monitoring absenteeism and turn-
over (N=94), subjectively evaluating by listening to employees 
(N=84), subjectively evaluating based upon employee participation and 
cooperation (N=65), and the use·of written job satisfaction question-
naires (N=l8). Seventy-one percent of the respondents (N=78) checked 
that they do link performance to rewards. A significant association 
(p=.0236, x2=5.126, DF=l) was shown between those over 39 years of 
age and the use of subjective evaluation based on participation and 
cooperation. Fifty-five percent of the respondents in the same age 
group are using written job satisfaction questionnaires. 
From a list of 10 incentives/motivating factors, the respondent 
was asked to indicate those that he/she performs or uses in his/her 
operation. Figure 2 shows total responses to these factors, while 
Figure 3 shows responses by years of experience and productivity 
training. There was a significant association (p=.056, x2=5.745, 
DF=2) between the measurement of QWL and the size of the hospital. 
Seventy-six percent of the respondents employed in hospital with 
fewer than 299 beds are measuring QWL, while only 58% of those in 
larger hospitals are doing so. This can perhaps be explained by the 
additional paperwork and amount of time required where staffs are 
large. Often, too, in large hospitals the director (which most of 
the respondents are) does not have direct day-to-day contact with 
employees during which he/she could subjectively evaluate QWL. Train-
ing in productivity measurement positively affected the use of writ-







































1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Program or Activity 
l. Raises based upon perfor- 5. Performance awards (non-monetary) 
mance appraisals 
2. Commendation letters 
3. Verbal recoqnition . 
4. Merit pay for management 
staff 
6. Performance awards (monetary) 
7. Formal incentive system 
8. Suggestion system 
9. Quality circles 
1 0. Incentive sys tern 
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Program or Activity 
0 A significant relationship was found between the use of commendation letters 
and 10 or more years of experience. 
1. Raises based on performance 5. Performance awards ( non-monetar:1) 
appraisals. 6. Performance awards (monetary) 
2. Commendation letters 7. Formal incentive system 
3. Verbal recognition 8. Suggestion system 
4. Merit pay for management staff 9. Quality circles 
10. Incentive system 




Commendation 1 etters are more often used by respondents with 10 or 
more years of experience than by those with fewer than 10 years of 
experience (p=.0148, X2=5.942, DF=l). A 1978 Restaurants and 
Institution survey (11 Fourth Annual Jobs Report, 11 1982) showed that 
11 feelings of accomplishment 11 had risen 10 percentage points as the 
most important reward workers get from their jobs. Money, on the 
other hand, dropped three percentage points as an important reward. 
The data seems to indicate a slight movement away from monetary 
awards and toward recognition and involvement. Raises, however, are 
still linked to performance appraisals. Sixty-three percent of the 
industrial engineers responding to a recent survey favored personal 
recognition as a motivator compared with 58% favoring monetary re-
wards and 14% favoring promotions ( 11 IE 1 s Describe Productivity Im-
provement Efforts, Identify Obstacles to Their Success, 11 1983). 
Because of the changing values of today's workers, this trend merits 
further investigation. Suggestion systems are the most popular of 
the motivation/participation techniques given in the QWL section of 
the instrument. The reader is urged to note the descriptions given 
in Table IX by respondents who did not give any indication of the 
number of suggestions accepted each year in their organization (sys-
tem handled by the state, newsletter answer suggestions, done by 
administration--director does not know how many have been accepted, 
system failed because supervisors destroyed credibility, no reward--
few suggestions). One respondent stated that no suggestions had been 
accepted, but the reward is a pay increase by the hospital. Respond-
ents who are rewarding suggestions (even if only verbally) and who 
are handling the system within the department seemed more willing to 





















1-2 per week 
TABLE IX 
SUGGESTION SYSTEM (N=43) 
Reward Given 
Suggestions printed in newsletter 
System handled by the state 
Suggestion box, newsletter answers 
Done by administration, director not 
aware of how many accepted 
87 
Failed, supervisors destroyed credibility 
Free meals given and verbal recognition 
No reward, few suggestions received 
Hospital gives pay increase 
$25.00 award 
Monetary award 
Major ones accepted (no reward mentioned) 
Verbal recognition 
Monetary 
Paid with time off, free meals, letter 
of recognition 
Free meals, posted recognition 
Reward ranges from key chain to monetary 
Recognition 
Department recognition and small prize 
Token gift, monetary if adopted 
Verbal and article in newsletter 
Involvement in menu development and 
schedule changes 
Verbal recognition 
Paid days off 
$25.00 bond, $100 for best yearly sug-
gestion 
No reward 
Recognition or monetary award 
Verbal recognition 
Note: -- indicates that no number was given; some respondents 
checked suggestion system but gave no description and no number. 
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share numbers with the researcher. The literature on reward systems 
stresses the importance of closely linking the reward to the reason 
for that reward. A loosely administered suggestion system handled 
outside the workers' immediate department and resulting in no reward 
or vague rewards at a later date is not likely to be successful. (See 
Tables IX, X, and XI for a summary of these motivation/participation 
techniques.) 
Innovation 
Respondents were queried as to how they promote innovation. A 
list of techniques to promote innovation was provided and respondents 
were asked to check the ones they use. There was a significant assoc-
iation between productivity training and the use of brainstorming 
sessions to promote innovation (p=.0017, x2=9.815, DF=l). As might 
be expected, there were also significant associations between the 
size of the hospital and the addition of a computer (or word proces-
sor) (p=.0144, x2=5.993, DF=l) and the installation of a new meal 
delivery service (p=.0400, x2=4.219, DF=l). Larger hospitals gener-
ally have more working capital from which to purchase such items, as 
well as a greater need for them. Some comments received as 11 other 11 
innovative additions included: completely new kitchen, candlelight 
dinners for new parents, new services, new cafeteria foodservice, new 
supervisory structure, and stocking procedures for floor nourishments. 
Profitability 
The pilot study indicated that exceeding the budget in a 
foodservice department generally results in one of the following: 
TABLE X 
QUALITY CIRCLES (N=21) 
1. Employee participation group. 
2. Two on-going quality circles. 
3. Quality circles with supervisors only.· 
4. Quality circles with first line supervisors. 
5. Nursing and dietary quality circles. 
6. Problem solving, bottom-up system. 
7. Problems solved by personnel with supervisors. 
8. Monthly area meetings. 
Note: Some of the participative management meth-
ods are not quality circles, but do involve 
employees in decision making. 
TABLE XI 
INCENTIVE SYSTEMS (N=lO) 
1. Safety contest and monetary rewards for suggestions. 
2. Bonus program based on performance. 
3. Financial bonus for best attendance. 
4. Recipe and work simplification contests. 
5. Employee of the Month receives one day off with pay, 
$25.00 gift certificate, private parking space, 
and one week of free meals. 
6. Merit pay raise, promotion. 
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nothing, investigation of causes and budget readjustment, submission 
of written justification to administration, demerits, cut-off of 
funds, or price increases. In the final study, responses were: has 
never happened (N=18), nothing in particular (N=lO), investigation of 
causes and budget readjustment (N=60}, submission of written justifi-
cation to administration (N=48), and demerits (N=2) and price in-
creases (N=7). There was a significant negative association between 
the size of the hospital and the answer "has never happened" 
(p=.0426, X =6.310, DF=2). Smaller hospitals were more likely to 
answer this question affirmatively. Investigation of causes and 
budget readjustment occurs in half of the non-federal (state, county, 
city), half of the non-government, non-profit, 66% of the investor-
owned hospitals, and 80% o.f the "other" institutions. 
Participants were also asked how they determine meal prices in 
their establishments. Fifty-three of the 109 respondents stated that 
food cost plus markup is used; 26 responded that food plus 1 abor 
costs is used; one respondent stated that prices are state regulated; 
and 11 respondents checked that their institutions do not charge for 
patient meals and do not have cafeterias. Ten respondents checked 
"other" as the answer to this question, and elaboration included such 
points as: food cost times 2 for labor, plus 10-15% for waste and 
condiments minus 30% hospital subsidy, food cost plus supply and 
labor costs plus overhead charge, food plus labor and supplies (plus 
mark-up for cafeteria), raw food cost times 3, cafeteria=food cost 
only, employees charged for food cost only, hospital finance depart-
ment determines prices, sometimes whatever the market will bear. 
None of the respondents in contract operations checked "do not charge 
for meals and do not have a cafeteria. 11 Ten percent of the non-
contract respondents answered this positively (p=.0339, x2=10.422, 
DF=4). 
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A significant association wa$ also observed between federal 
institutions and a positive response to this question (p=.0007, x2 
=30.393, DF=lO). The selection 11 do not charge for meals and do not 
have a cafeteria 11 was included in this list because this response was 
often received by dietitians employed in federally-owned hospitals in 
the pilot study. The fact that 36% of the respondents checking this 
were employed in investor-owned institutions was completely unexpec-
ted and not understood by the researcher. This question may have 
been misinterpreted. 
Performance Criteria Ranking by Time 
Spent and Importance 
The seven performance criteria were ranked the same on the ba-
sis of time spent in evaluation and in importance to the successful 
operation of the foodservice establishment, with the exception of 
quality of worklife and innovation (Figure 4). Quality of worklife 
was ranked fifth in terms of importance and sixth in terms of time 
spent in the operation. Conversely, innovation was ranked fifth in 
terms of time spent, but sixth in terms of importance to the operation. 
Quality clearly emerged as the most important criteria, both on 
the basis of time spent and importance. This was followed by produc-
tivity. Three significant associations surfaced in relation to cri-
teria ranking. First, those respondents who completed master's 
degrees spent more time evaluating productivity than those who 
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completed internships. Secondly, differences were evident among the 
various types of hospitals in how they ranked productivity and qual-
ity of worklife. Investor-owned hospitals ranked productivity most 
important; "other'' institutions ra~ked it second in total points, 
federally-owned was third; non-federal (state, county, city) fourth; 
non-government, non-profit rated it lowest. Ranking quality of work-
life as most important were non-federal (state, county, city) hospi-
tals, next was non-government, non-profit, then "other'' institutions, 
investor-owned; and, finally, federally-owned. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
The objectives that guided this study were: to identify current 
organizational performance evaluation methods in the hospital foodser-
vice industry, to identify demog~aphic variables which affect these 
practices, and to determine the perceptions of hospital foodservice 
professionals concerning the amount of time they are spending evalua-
ting each criteria and the importance of each to the successful opera-
tion of a foodservice establ~shment. 
To accomplish these objectives, a closed-question instrument was 
mailed to randomly-selected members of the ADA Practice Group "ADA 
Members With Management Responsibilities in Healthcare Delivery Sys-
tems." One hundred and nine usable responses were received and an-
alyzed using frequency distribution and chi square. 
Demographic Description of the Sample 
Respondents were one-half below the age of 39 and one-half above; 
one-half had fewer than 10 years of experience and one-half had 10 or 
more years of experience. One hundred three of the 109 respondents 
were registered dietitians, and two-thirds held the title of director. 
Institutions represented included federally-owned, non-federal 
(state, county, city), non-government, non-profit, and investor-owned 
hospitals and several 11 other 11 institutions such as nursing homes, 
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clinics, and long-term care facilities. Various sizes of hospitals 
were represented, as well as foodservice systems. Fewer than one-half 
(N=48) of the respondents had training in productivity measurement. 
Performance Criteria 
A significant number of respondents are controlling inputs (at 
least sometimes). Energy costs are followed by only 38 of the 109 
respondents. Twenty-eight respondents are aware of energy usage of 
particular pieces of equipment, and only 14 stated that they keep 
records on the amount of energy used in their operations. It is possi-
ble that although respondents may know energy usage of equipment, 
records may be kept by other hospital departments (such as engineering, 
maintenance). 
Outputs, too, are being followed closely. Yet, despite the prev-
alence of input and output controls, only 82% of the respondents are 
plugging the information into ratios and indexes by which to assess 
overall productivity. Without a standard productivity value, no com-
parison can be made between hospitals of similar size and nature, or 
between one period and another. The information being collected must 
be operationalized. In a speech given at the Oklahoma Dietetic Asso-
ciation's semiannual meeting in October, 1~83, Aimee Moore stressed the 
importance of hospital foodservice professionals being aware at all 
times of the productivity of their operations. New financial con-
straints put on hospitals by the appearance of diagnostically related 
groups (DRG's) means that administration will be calling on foodservice 
directors to keep staffs as lean as possible. Directors must know 
the overall productivity of their operations in order to control 
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overexpenditures in any of the four resource areas. The data indicate 
that no one productivity ratio is standard. The most commonly used 
ratio by respondents, meals/total food cost, is artifically affected by 
inflation, poor crop seasons, and other cost factors which would cause 
comparisons from region to region or between one period and another to 
be useless. Food cost must be calculated in constant dollars in order 
for this to be a valid partial factor productivity ratio. Information 
for the ratio meals/labor hours paid is easily obtained. Although not 
as accurate as meals/labor hours worked, it is helpful in determining 
an approximate productivity figure. 
Training was the variable having the most profound effect on the 
evaluation of effectiveness. If, by training .foodservice profession-
als, we make them more aware and better able to assess effectiveness, 
clearly more and better training is indicated. 
Quality is extremely important to survey participants. In addi-
tion to minimum quality standards set by JCAH, state and local health 
codes, and contract management companies, 98% of the respondents have 
specific standards for quality in their operations. Foodservice di-
rectors and/or a team of management personnel generally set these 
organization-specific standards. The data show that respondents over 
39 years of age, and with 10 or more years of experience, are using the 
formal quality control measures to a greater extent than the younger, 
less experienced group. Tray audits are being used more in large 
hospitals than in those with fewer than 299 beds. Federal and non-
government, non-profit hospitals were most likely to be using tempera-
ture checks of food on the ward and periodic checks of food delivery 
time. Respondents with productivity training are surveying customers 
and patients as to the quality of food and service more than those 
without training. 
Of the four resource areas (materials, labor, capital, and en-
ergy), use of materials, labor, and capital are the most commonly 
followed. Only 13 of the 109 respondents are following all four re-
source groups. 
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The quality of worklife is being measured more often in hospitals 
with fewer than 299 beds than in larger hospitals. As stated in Chap-
ter IV, this may be due to the complexity of formal measurement and 
the fact that directors have less contact with employees in large 
hospitals. 
The relationship between training and the use of brainstorming 
sessions to promote innovati-0n reflects the current movement toward 
participative management in management courses and professional semi-
nars. Larger hospitals are more actively promoting innovation and more 
actively practicing it (although differences between large and small 
hospitals were significant at the .05 level only in the two "high cost" 
items of computers and meal delivery systems). The use of new schedu-
ling procedures was evenly split between large (over 299 beds) and 
small (under 299 beds) hospitals. Small hospitals can be innovative 
even though they often lack the working capital available to larger 
institutions. 
The most common results of exceeding the budget in hospital die-
tary departments, according to survey participants, are investigation 
of causes and budget readjustment (N=60) and submission of written 
justification to administrators (N=48). If hospitals are inherently 
inefficient and run less competitvely than profit-motivated businesses 
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(Berman and Weeks, 1982), perhaps the lack of strict budget control is 
a cause. However, the reader is urged to note that the use of budget 
readjustment is most commonly seen in those institutions classified as 
"other" (many of which are for profit) and in investor-owned hospitals. 
Recommendations 
Questionnaire 
Although the researcher took precautions to examine the validity, 
reliability, objectivity, and applicability of the data gathering in-
strument, a few points on which clarity could have been improved sur-
faced during data analysis. These points are outlined below to serve 
as a guide or as suggestions for future researchers: 
1. On qu~stion 3, page 1, under registration status, respondents 
were asked if they were registered or non-registered, and if regis-
tered, whether they attained that status via the grandfather clause or 
the registration exam. Many respondents checked registered but did not 
specify route of the registration, thereby making comparisons bet·.1Jeen 
the two routes impossible. 
2. Question 6, page 1 asked if respondents· had 1-5, 5-10, 10-15, 
or 15 or more years of experience. Since these categories overlap, 
respondents with exactly 5, 10, or 15 years of experience could have 
answered in one of two ways. When the data was collapsed for statisti-
cal analysis, two groups were used: fewer than 10 years of experience 
and 10 or more years of experience. This eliminated the problem, 
except with those respondents having exactly 10 years of experience. 
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3. The word 11 church 11 was used as an example of a non-government, 
non-profit hospital in question 7 on page 1. However, several respond-
ents were working in other types of non-government, non-profit hospi~ 
tals and classified themselves as 11 other 11 because they were misled by 
the word 11 church. 11 The researcher grouped all non-government, non-
profit hospitals together for analysis. 
4. Under Quality of Worklife (section 5, page 4), the respondent 
was asked whether or not he/she uses a 11 formal 11 incentive system and 
whether he/she uses an incentive system. By 11 formal1' incentive system, 
the researcher was attempting to ascertain whether any variation of the 
incentive systems used in industry (such as Scanlon, Rucker, or Impro-
share) has been applied to their foodservice. The word 11 formal 11 was 
not explained; therefore, many respondents who checked 11 formal1' incen-
tive system went on to explain that, for example, their suggestion 
system was an incentive system. Thus, the information desired was not 
obtained. 
5. In questions 8 and 9 on page 5 respondents were asked to rank 
the criteria according to how much time they spend in evaluation of 
each and how important each is to the successful operation of a food-
service establishment. Many respondents gave the same ranking to more 
than one criteria. This meant that in analysis, a point average had to 
be calculated for those variables ranked equally. This was at times 
difficult when respondent rankings were not consecutive (for example: 
1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 6, 7). 
Additional Limitations of the Study 
1. The pilot study was conducted at a conference sponsored by the 
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same practice group which was polled in the final study. The re-
searcher asked the question concerning previous training in productiv-
ity measurement in an attempt to identify respondents who may have 
participated in the pilot study and therefore should not be included in 
the final study. One respondent referred to the conference, but made 
no mention of participation in the pilot study. Since the pilot study 
only involved a portion of those attending the conference, it was 
assumed that this respondent did not participate and her responses were 
included. 
2. In the ratio section of the questionnaire, respondents were 
asked to check ratios which they use in their operation. Since total 
factor productivity indices include all inputs (not just labor and 
materials a~ listed), ideally a list including capital and energy 
ratios would have been used. Since no respondents to the pilot study 
were using such ratios and since such a list would have been very long, 
it was decided to list only those ratios received in the pilot study. 
3. Due to time constraints, no follow-up mailing was done. The 
researcher acknowledges that those who responded without a follow-up 
reminder were probably more interested in the subject of performance 
control and may be more actively following it than non-respondents or 
others in the hospital foodservice field. Of the five federally-owned 
institutions represented, three must submit written justification to 
administration. 
Although food cost plus mark-up was the answer most often given to 
the question, 11 How do you determine meal prices?" many variations of 
this were listed by respondents in the space provided. This researcher 
theorized that the answer 11 00 not charge for patient meals and do not 
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have a cafeteria 11 would be significantly unassociated with federally-
owned hospitals; however, 36% of the respondents checking this response 
were investor-owned hospitals (compared to 27% of the federally-owned). 
No attempt is made to explain this by the researcher. 
Foodservice professionals responding to this study ranked Quality 
as the most important criteria, and also as the criteria they spend the 
most time evaluating. Quality was followed by Productivity in both 
importance and time spent. A discrepancy existed between the impor-
tance of Quality of Worklife and the amount of time spent evaluating 
this criteria. More time is spent in the evaluation of Innovation than 
Quality of Worklife. 
Recommendations Based on the Results 
Based on the results of the survey, the researcher makes the 
following recommendations: 
1. Although respondents are controlling inputs and outputs, stand-
ardization is needed in the ratios being used to assess productivity. 
Foodservice and hospital organizations must collaborate to develop a 
universally accepted definition of the term 11 meals 11 if, in fact, this 
is to be used as an output measure. By standardizing ratios, a data 
base can be accumu 1 ated so that comparisons can be made between s i mi 1 ar 
hospital sizes, systems, and types. 
2. Educational materials to accomplish this standardization must 
be developed and promoted within the profession vi~ continuing educa-
tion seminars. 
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3. Rising energy costs and the apparent lack of knowledge concern-
ing energy usage in the kitchen indicate a need for more awareness of 
t~is input by foodservice professionals. Although the industry cur-
rently focuses on labor productivity (due to its labor intensive na-
ture), a total factor productivity ratio involves all four resource 
categories. Labor intensity should not preclude control of these other 
resources. 
4. It appears that formal quality control measures are used more 
often by more experienced foodservice profession-als. Further study 
concerning quality control methods and philosophies of entry-level 
dietitians may be indicated. 
5. There is a need for clarification of the •term "Quality of 
Worklife, 11 and for further research concerning current understanding of 
QWL in foodservice operations. Because quality of worklife encompasses 
organizational climate, motivation, commitment, satisfaction with job 
characteristics, pay, and social interaction, as well as many other 
factors, no one best instrument exists for its measurement. The de-
velopment of a general instrument specific to the foodservice indus-
try should be a topic of future research on the topic of quality of 
workl ife. 
6. There is also a need to evaluate hospital foodservice profes-
sionals' knowledge concerning the financial situation of their institu-
tions. Hospitals must geAerate revenue even though they are not 
operating "for profit 11 in order to keep pace with the communities which 
they serve. A foodservice department which recovers only food costs is 
pulling revenue from some other "responsibility" center within the 
hospital. With the advent of Diagnosis Related Groups and the 
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possibility of further government control of hospital charges, foodserv-
ice directors will increasingly be asked to justify their services. 
The ability to justify costs and expenses of the dietary department is 
dependent upon detailed financial recordkeeping. 
7. Further study concerning the discrepancy between the impor-
tance of quality of worklife and innovation and the time spent evalua-
ting each is indicated. 
Implications 
Productivity is no longer a concern for manufacturing industries 
alone. The United States is moving toward a service-oriented economy. 
As we do so, the importance of productivity and the six other organiza-
tional performance criteria ~escribed in this study is becoming evi-
dent. Hospitals are unique among service industries in that they face 
the possibility of increasing governmental control over what they may 
charge for their services. Foodservice directors must know how their 
departments are performing in relation to other hospital dietary depart-
ments and other departments within their own hospitals in order to 
justify their existence to cost conscious administrators. All four 
resource groups (materials, labor, capital, and energy) must be consid-
ered in the evaluation of organizational performance--not just labor. 
Most of the literature available on productivity in foodservice deals 
with labor productivity only and generally begins from the standpoint 
of improvement. Productivity cannot be improved without first defining 
and measuring it. 
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This study is a first step. We must know what current knowledge 
and practices are before we can plan for standardization and improve-
ment. The next step is to share the information collected with members 
of the profession to make them more aware and knowledgeable concerning 
the performance of their operations. Hopefully, this study has pro-
voked some thought on organizational performance on the part of those 
who responded to it. 
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1. To Jneet the food nEteds of customf'rs to be served Ki th 
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2. To fUllction at a high standard of perlo1111ance, promoting 
efficient use of labor, materials, capital and energy 
in a clean, safe, attractive facility. 
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Fi 9ure 5" Productivity Model for a Hypothetical Foodservice Operation 
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APPENDIX B 
PRELIMINARY STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE 
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N=l2 Not all respondents answered ::iJ.l q_uestions--some answered only part of a 
q_uestion. 
l'OOllSERVICE l'IWDUCTIVT'l'Y STUDY 
I. General Information 
Directi-ons: Please check or put an "X" by the appropriate answer, 
1. Age group: 4 (1) 20-29 
-:;-(2) 30-39 
2 ( 4) 50-59 
60-69 -2--(3) 40-49 --r-c5) 
2. Degrees attained: Major emphasis: 
~~~~(l) High School Diploma 
__ 7'---_(2) B.S, 
__ 5 __ (3) M.S. 





3. Length of membership (in years) in Dietitians with Management 
Responsibilities in Healthcare Delivery Systems 
One nonmember Othe:ts-'-1,1,2,2,J,J,4,7 One misunderstood q_uestion 
(put 45 years) 
4. Registration Status(R.D.) 10 (1) Registered 
5. Route to ADA Membership: 





( 3) Trainees hip 
6. Position Title: 
7. 
6 (1) Director 
_J __ (2) Asst. Director 
1 (3) Administrative 
Dietitian 
Employment Status: 
_2___~_(3) Grandfather Clause 
__]_ __ (4) R.D. Exam 




(4) M.S. + 6 months work 
experience 
( 5) Other (please specify) 
Three years preplaTUled 
work experience 
(4) Generalist Dietitian 
(5) Consultant 
(6) Other (please specify) 
Chief, dietetic services 
Manager, patient services 
12 (1) Full-time (35 hours or more per week) 
(2) Half-time or more but less than full-time 
(3) Less than half-time 
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(3) 10-15 years 
(4) 15 or more years 
9. Type of Hospital in which Employed: 




(2), Non-federal (state, county, city) 
(3) Non-government, non-profit (church, other) 
(4) Investor-owned, for profit (private, partnership, 
corporate) 
(5) Other (please specify) 
10. Hospital size: 
11. 
(1) Fewer than 100 beds 
1 (2) 100-299 beds 
9 (3) 300-999 beds 
2 (4) 1000 or more beds 
Are your 
Company? 
1 ( 1) 
Foodservices Contracted to a Food or Management 
-u--(2) 
Yes (please_ specify) 
No 
Wood Enterprises 
12. Type of Foodservice System: 
13. 
10 (1) Conventional - menu items prepared from basic ingred-
ients on day they will be served and held in hot or 
cold state until served. 
1 (2) Assembly/Serve - primarily commercially prepared 
foods purchased in ready-to-serve form. 
1 ( 3) 
(Wood Ent.) 
(4) 
Cook/Chill - menu items prepared one or more days 
in advance and held in chilled state until served. 
Cook/Freeze - menu items prepared one or more days 
in advance and held in frozen state until served. 
Do you have selective menus for patients? -~--(1) Yes 
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J (2) No (VA hospitals. 
14. 
15. 

















J stated that it varied w/ the positi-;;i ___ ~- ( 3) 
Supervisors 
Another employee 
Other Dietetic Assistant 
-mst=ctors---
5 (2) 1-2 weeks 
2 or more weeks 
-1 
16. Who is in charge of purchasing in 
4 (1) Foodservice Director 
J 
2 
(2) Administrative Dietitian 
(3) Purchasor (1 w/ R.D.) 
your operation? 
1 (4) Supervisor 
2 (5) Other (please 
specify) Production Manager 
Asst. n1:rector 
17. Have you received any training in productivity measurement? 
5 ( l) yes (please explain) Par-C inservice, workshops, Phila. Conf. 
Educatioma.~ 
__z_(2) No 
II. Performance Criteria 
1. Productivitz - is_Q_~fined as the relationship of outputs to 
inputs, or reaching the highest level of performance with the 
least expenditure of resources. 
a) How do you control inputs (resources used) in your 
operation? Example: following food and labor costs, 
capital expenditures, energy usage .... 
w/ detailed specifications (1) 
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By controlling labor carefully (8) (i.e. o,t, scheduling, sickness, tardine2~ 
By controlling food costs and waste (8) 
Via monthly comparative statements on expenses (J) 
By controlling capital expenditures (5) 
Nutrient analysis (1) 
Standardizing jobs and ingredients (11l Meal cost allowance/conformance ( 
By controlling energy costs (
1
1 
Via food cost monitors ( 
b) How do you control outputs (meals produced)? 
Example: via hospital financial records, average check •... 
Forecast sheets, census 
Standardized recipes 
Monthly financial records, reports (6) 
Via a form developed by New Jersey Health Assn. (1) 
Average check (1) 
Routine diet control procedures (1) 
Prices employees are willing to pay, patient & empl. selection (1) 
Financial records (1) 
Count patient, cafeteria and catering meals (1) 
Unit trend monitors (1) We don't charge for meals (1) (??) 
c) Do you develop ratios and/or indexes by which to assess 
productivity? Examples: 
Meals produced 
Labor hours used 
RATIO 
Please be very specific. 
Yes - 6 No - 5 
Meals produced, 19.8_2 __ 
Labor hours used. 1982 
Meals produced, 1981 
Labor hours used, 1981 
INDEX 




!foals/Man minutes (1) 
Patient days/manhours worked (1) 
ActuaJ. manminutes/actuaJ. rations served (2)--this is the VA standard method 
(only non-professional employees counted, paid but not worked hours are 
subtracted out before calcUlating, different standards exist for different 
size hospitals) 
MeaJ.s/labor hour used (1) 
MeaJ.s/labor hours paid (2) 
Paid labor hours/length of patient day (1) 
FTE/task (1) 
Meals/per capita food cost 
Food cost% 
2. Effectiveness - is defined as the degree of achievement of 
objectives. Example: Goal is to cut labor hours by 10% in 
the next quarter--labor records show that goal has been reached. 
a) Do you set specific goals for your operation? 
11 (1) Yes __ 1 __ (2) No 
b) How is goal attainment evaluated? 
Data collection, reports ( 2) 
Documentation review (2) 
By administrator (1) 
Achievement of small, measurable goals (written in behavioral terms) (2) 
Quarterly evaJ., meetings (2) 
Personnel statistics, periodic review (1) 
3. Quality - is defined as conformance to standards or specifi-
cations. Example: Meeting JCAH standards 
a) Do you have quality standards which are specific to your 
operation? 
b) 
11 (1) Yes _1 __ (2) No 
If yes please tell by whom these standards are developed 
and list a few of them below. 
By management (2) 
Director, asst. director, clinical 
All dietitians and asst. director 




Director & admin, dietitian (1) 
QA coordinator (1) (see attached for 
Bureau staff (1) Wood Enterprises Op. ManuaJ. (1) what they are) 
Are employees aware of specific food and service standards 
in the operation? -~-(1) Yes _ _l __ (2) No 
If yes how are they made aware of these standards? 
Meetings and inservice training 











(Most re~ndents listed a team 




( 4 ) 
and others) 
Supervisor 
Other (ple3s~ sp~cify) 
.:'..'.~~!_·_~:~:E_EO_ct9_r_Li:_c!min ._rii~e_ti tiu.'11 
aJ.l dietitians, food scientist 
d) Do you routinely survey customers (patients) concerning 
the quality of food and service? _ld__(l) Yes 1 (2) No 
If yes, how often? Cafeteria-daily, Catering-quarterly, weekly (1) 
Monthly (J), Quarterly-(L}~ce yearly (I) 'feai-:fYOweeK:s(T)--
e) What outside organizations govern quality standards in your 
operation? Example: JCAH, state/county health codes, parent 
company standards •... 
All mentioned JCAH, others mentioned were state, city, county, federal, 
hospital excellence program, quali.ty of care commission, SERP, IG, 
parent company (wood enterprises). 
4. Efficiency - is defined as resources expected to be consumed 
resources actually consumed 
Example: $ budgeted for food, 1982 
a) 
b) 
$ actually spent on food, 1982 
Do you keep records of 
resources used? 11 
labor, material, 
(1) Yes 
If yes, which of these do you follow? 






capital and energy 
( 2) No 
Do you compare resources 
targets? ___2.__(l) Yes 
used with resource utilization 
2 (2) No 
c) What is the result if expenditures exceed budget? 
Example: price increases, budget increase for next period .... 
•Balanced out in next few months (1) 
Has never happened (1) 
Investigated, ~valuated (3) 
Negotiate wj administration (2) 
Request addn'l funds w/ justification (J) 
Budget increase (2) 
Price increase (1) (Wood ent,) 
5. Quality of Worklife - is defined as the affective responses of 
participants to working in a system. Example: job satisfaction, 
motivation, pay satisfaction .... 
a) Do you measure the quality of worklife in your operation? 
5 (1) Yes 7 (2) No 
If yes, how? 
Meetings, attendance, cooperation, disciplinary action, lateness, 
participation in hospital fllnctions, annual employee attitude survey, 
periodic study of problem areas, tuD'!over, individual behavior (subjective) 
in-house transfers (each of these was mentioned once) 
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b) Have you ever used 3ny of the following questionnaires 
in your operation: 12 no's 
____ Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) 
____ Job Description Index (JDI) 
____ Job Ch a r ,1 c ' r is t i cs L n vent o r y (JC I ) 
____ Brayfield Rothe Job Satisfaction Index 
If yes, in what context was it used? 
c) Do you link performance to rewards? If yes, how?Yes-5 No-4 
Evaluation/raises - J Performance awards - 4 
123 
Commendation letters - 1 Post complimentary notes from patients - 1 
VerbaJ.. recognition - 1 
Merit pay for professional staff - 1 
d) Do you use any form of participative management? 
Example: quality circles, incentive systems, suggestion 
sys t ems . . . . Yes - 6 No - 4 
Suggestion system (6) 
Group meetings (4~ 
2A (??) (1 
Internal reviews (1 
6. Innovation - is defined as applied creativity in processes, 
methods, product, or technology. Example: use of a new food 
delivery system, installation of microwaves on floors, creation 
and use of new recipes, development of time-saving flow patterns 
for employees .... 
a} Do you promote innovation in your operation? 
10 (1) Yes 2 ( 2) No 
If yes, how? Brainstorming, suggestion system, using innovation is 
reward in itself , develop objec~.ives tc.: .;0 0eycnd ~c 1..lt:...."1~ 0perations, 
creative probiilem solving, convenience entrees, employee input, remodeling 
for greater efficiency, upgrading trayline, consolidating tasks to eliminate 
duplication, portable steam cleaning equip, sensory evaluation, pa.rt. management. 
bl What applications of new tvchnology h~ve taken place in 
your operation in the last yPar? 
Computer, new menus and recipes, delivery system, layout renovation, new 
equipment, scheduling format, qa program, increased staff . ::-.:w ·.~ash 
registers, patient hostess syster.i, salads by the ounce, deli service, 
Al toSham oven, r.iodified scramble layout in cafe., convenience focds, :<ork-
load configuration, word processor, Regethermic ''ood system, Mini-<J.uick 
carousel trayline. 
7. Profitability - is defined as the earned return on investment 
or the relationship of revenue to costs. 
a) How do you measure profitability in your operation (if non-
profit please state). Please give specific formulas. 
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Nonprofit - 10 One profit op, stated budget comparison (this was an 
investor owned) 
One profit operation stated that they do not figure 
profitability of dietary 
b) If non-profit are you held to a strict budget? 
c) 
Yes - 7 Encouraged - 1 
What are the results of exceeding that budget? 
None in particular (1) 
Never happened (3) 
Investigated, adjusted (1) 
Depends on cause (i.e. union demands etc.) (2) 
Written justification (2) 
Demerits (1) 
Funds cut-off (1) 
How do you determine meal prices? 
Total food costs for ·pt services..;. Patient days x 3 
Food costs + 10-30% 
NJHA sets them 
1.5 x food costs (as per Monitrend reports) 
Food cost + markup 
Raw food costs + 50% for labor 
Policy in past has been to recoup food cost, not labor--planning to change 
this in 84 
Total food costs -:- meal cost % 
Food cost % 
The VA respondents stated that they do not charge for meals 
Comments concerning this study or any of your answers: 
What does control mean? 
Questionnaire not applicable to large hospital complex 
Very interesting 
Sorry answers are incomplete--didn't have much time at ccnference 
- THANK YOU -




\TILLWATER. OKLAHOMA 7"018 
t6'0'iJ h24-50J9 
September 5, 1983 
As management dietitians, you are well aware that the productivity 
of the foodservice industry has traditionally been only half that of the 
manufacturing industry. Perhaps this is due to the sporadic nature of 
our industry or to the lack of standardization of terminology and/or 
measurement practices. This study was undertaken to explore what 
measurement practices exist (or are on-going) in the foodservice depart-
ments of the health care industry. This is or critical importance to 
the industry since the first step toward improvement of productivity 
is measurement of productivity. 
This phase of the study examines seven highly inter-related 
organizational performance criteria (productivity, profitability, quality, 
quality of worklife, effectiveness, efficiency and innovation). These 
criteria differ in importance from one establishment to the next. By 
better understanding the role each criteria plays in our industry, we 
can better understand the importance of productivity; We would like 
to know how-you view these performance factors and how you evaluate 
each in your foodservice department~ Will you please read the definitions 
for each criteria carefully and answer the questions with these definitions 
in mind. The answers from which you will select were generated from a 
pilot study conducted at the· Productivity Conference sponsored by the 
practice group "ADA Members with Management Responsibilities in Health 
Care Delivery Systems," which was held in Philadelphia in June of 1983. 
If you are not involved in the evaluation of organizational 
performance in the foodservice department of your hospital, will you 
please pass this survey on to the person who has this responsibility. 
The forms are coded for analysis only; results will not be identified 
with your institution at any time. After completing the questionnaire 
please fold, staple and return it to us. We would appreciate hearing 
from you by September 30, 1983. If you have any questions call us at 
(405) 624-5039. 
!ft~j;l?~uJ 
lel l i Shaw 
Graduate Research Asst. 
Sincerely, 
dAJ-, ~L 






roorsERVICE PRO~CTIVITY ST!IDY 
I. General !nfo:cna.tion 
:Jirections: Please check or flll in the a.ppropriate answers. It is important that you answer all. the questions. 
1. Age group& __ (1) 20-29 
__ (2) J0-)9 
__ ( J) 4-0-49 
-- "~) 50-59 
__ (5) 60-69 
2. ·Degrees attained: Ma.jar Emphasis: 
__ (1) !ii<!h School Diploma (5) 
__ (2) !!,S, (6) ----------------
__ ()) M.S. (7) ----------------
__ (4) Ph.D. (8) 
J. Registration Status (R.D.): 
___ (1) Registered ___ (4) Non-registered 
___ (2) Grandfather Clause 
___ ()) Registration Exam 
4. 9.oute to ADA Membership: 
__ (1) Internship __ (4) Three yea:r 1 s pre-plane.ad wOZ'k 
__ (2) CUP Program. __ (5) M.S. ;. 6 mos. -.rork experience 
__ (J) Tra.ineeship 
5, Position Titles 
__ (1) Director __ (4) GeneraJ.ist Dietitian 
__ (2) Asst. Director __ (5) Consultant 
__ (J) Administrative __ (6) Other (please specify) 
Dietitian 
6. ~'.Imber of yea.rs :n foodservice management positions: 
__ (1) 1-5 yea.rs 
__ (2) 5-10 years 
__ (J) 10-15 years 
___ (4) 15 or more years 
experience 
7. ':::rpe of hospi taJ. in which employed: 
___ ( 1 ) Federa.lly owned 
___ (2) Non-federal (state, county, city) 
___ (J) Non-govei:nment, non-profit (church) 
___ (4) Investor-owned, for profit (private, partnership) 
__ (5) Other (plea.se sJ>9cify) 
a . !lospi taJ. size' 
__ ( 1) Fewer than 100 beds 
__ (2) 100-299 beds 
__ (J) J00-999 beds 
___ (4) 1000 or more beds 
9. Are your food.services contracted to a. food.service management company? 
__ (1) Yes (please specify)----------------------
__ (2) :!o 
la. 'I'ype of food.serrice system: 
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___ ( 1) ConventionaJ. - menu i toms prepared from basic ingredients on da.y they Will be served and held in hot 
or cold state uutil served. 
___ (Z) Assembly/serve - primarily commerciaJ.ly prepared food purchased in ready-to-serve fem, 
___ (J) ::ook/chlll - menu items prepared one or more days in advance and held in chilled state until served. 
___ ( 4) Cook/freeze - menu !.tems prepared one or more days !.n advance and held in frozen st.ate until served. 
11. Have you received any training in productivity measurement? 
___ (1) Yes (please specify) 
__ (2) ~o 
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II. Performance Criteria 
l. PRODUCTIVITY - is defined as the relationship of outputs to inputs, or reaching the highest level of per:t'omance 
with the 1 ea.st expend1 ture of resources. 
Directions: Please circle the number which corresponds with the current procedures in your operation. 
Which of the following do you use to control inputs? 
Method Always Usually Sometimes 
(1) Detailed specifications when purcha.sing 
equipllent and supplies 
(2) Check (and appropriately adjust U' 
necessary) labor usage at lea.st quarterly 
(J) "Comparison shop~' for food and supplie:S 
(4) Take advan~e of sea.:Jonal. food buys 
(5) Use of standardized recipes 
(6) Eival.ua'te kitchen energy costs at least 
quarterly 
(7) Monitor energy usage of specific pieces 
of equipnent 
(8) Routinely conduct physical inventory of 
storeroom 
(9) Monitor breakage and pilferage of supplies 
(10) PeriodicaJ.ly review and revise job 
descriptions in order to prevent duplication 
of tasks 
(ll) Other (please specify) 
~b.ich of the followi.ng do you use to control outputs? 
(12) Check daily census reports and plan 
production aceord.jngly 
(lJ) Keep production records for cafeteria. and 
ca.t.ering as well as for patient meal. service 
(14) Check production records at least quarterly 
to see tha.t production is appropriate i'or 
demand 1D. cafeteria 
(15) Have a syetem for using left-over bulk 
foods from. patient meal service 











Do you develop ratios and/ or indexes by which to assess productivity? 
Meals produced 
Labor hours used 
(RATIO) 
___ (17) Yes 
Meals produced, 1982 
Labor hours used, 1982 
~eals !lroduced, 1981 
Labor hours used, 1981 
(INDEX) 

















!f yes, do you use any of the following ratios? (please check) 
( 19) Meals/man-minutes 
( 20) Patient days/hours worked 
( 21) Meo.ls/labor hours worked 
( 22) Meo.ls/labor hours paid 
(2J) Rations served/actual man-minutes 
(24) FTE's/speci:fic task 
. ( 25) Mee.ls/total food cost 
:f you uae the inverse of' any of these ratios (i.e. actual man-minutes per ration served) please sPecify "bich one. 
EFFECTrlrnESS - Is tl.ef1ned as the degree of achievanent of objectives. Example: Goal is to cut labor hours 
by 10% 1n the next qua.rter--labor records show that goaJ. has been reached, 
Do you set specific goals for your operation? 
__ (1) Yes __ (2) No 
'.iihich of the following do you use to evaluate goa.l attainment? ( plea.se check) 
r=:i (J) Financial reports (4) Break goe.J..s into small measurable sub-goa.ls 
~ 
(5) E:vaJ.uation meetings ' I 
(6) Personnel statistical reports 
r---i (7) Administration evaluates goal attainment L----1. 
<tUALI'!'Y - is defined as confoxmance to standards or specifications. Example: Meeting JCAH standards. 
:Jo you have qua.1.1 ty standards which are specific to your operation? 
__ (1) Yes 
3y -,,ham are these stand.a.rds developed.? 
___ (J) A manag ... ent team 
___ (4) Director 
___ (5) Asst. Director 
__ (2) No 
___ (6) Administrative Dietitian 
___ ( 7) Quality assurance coordinator 
___ (8) Production manager 
___ (9) Foodservice manag,..ent company 
___ (10) Other (please speci:fy) 
'..ihich of the following do you use to control quality in your operation? 
(11) Tray audJ.ts 
(12) Trayline check sheets 
(lJ) T,..perature check of food in steamtable 
(14) Temperature check o! !cod on ward 
(15) Periodic checks of food delivery time 
(16) Periodic survey of pe.tients and customers as to quality o! food and service 
(17) Regular (unannounced) sanitation inspections 
(~8) Taste testing by managemmt o! new food items 
(19) ilritten standards for quality of food and service 
A.re quality standards discussed with e.mployees at any t:lln.e beyond their inserrice training? 
__ (20) Yes -- (2l) No 
Tho is in charge of quality control in your opera.tion? 
___ ( 22) A management team 
___ ( 2)) Director 
___ (24) Asst. Director 
___ (25) Production manager 
___ (26) ?cod scientist 
___ (27) Other (;>lease specify)----------
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'f'l'hich of the following organiza.tions govem quality standards 1n youx operation? 
__ (28) JCAH 
__ (29) State health codes 
___ (JO) Cowity heal th codes 
___ {Jl) City heal.th codeo 
___ ( J2) Contra.ct COJ11pany standards 
__ {JJ) Other (please specify)----------
4. EFFICIENCY - is defined a.a reeourced expected. to be consumed 
resources actually consumed 
Example: budgeted for foca, 1982 
actua.J.ly spent on food, 1982 
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Of the following resources. on which do you keep records of the amotDlts used? (materials includes food and supplies) 
~ 
(1) La.bor, materia.l.s, capital and energy 
(2) La.bor, materials and capital 
(J) Labor, ma terial.s and energy 
( 4) Materials and labor 
(5) Materials Only 
(6) Other 
Do you compare resources used with resource utilization targets? 
__ (7) Yes __ (8) No 
5. QUALITY OF f/ORKLIFE (QWL) - is defined as the affective respoo.ses of participants to working in a system. 
Example: job satisfaction, motivation, ~y satisfaction •.• 
Do you measure the qua.lity of ...,.orkli!e in your operation? 
__ (1) Yes ·-- (2) No 
Jo you do or perfom any of the following? (please check) 
{J) Use written job satisfaction questionnaires 
(4) Subjectively evaluate Q,WL by listening to employees 
(5) Subjectively evaluate QWL according to employee participation and cooperation 
(6) Monitor tumover, absenteeism, tardiness 
Do you link perfo:cnance to rewards? 
__ (7) Yes -- (8) No 
'1bich cf the follow'..ng do you use? (please check) 
( 9) Raises based upon perfcmnance appraisals 
(10) Commendation letters 
(11) VerbaJ. recognition 
( 12) Merit pay for ma.nagemeo t staff 
(lJ) Perfom!Wce awards (non-monetary) 
(14) Performance awards (monetary) 
(15) A fo:cnal incentive syetem 
(16) Other_~~~----~~~--~-~-~------~~---------
Do you use any of the following fOIW!I of participative management? § (l7) (18) 
(19) 
Suggestion sys·tem (I:f' yes, please tell approximately how many suggestions have been accepted in 
':he ljt.St year and what type of reward is given----------------------
Quality circles (er a variation thereof--please describe) -----------------
Incentive system (please describe)---------------------------
4 
!JlNOVATlON - is defined as applled crea.tivity 1.n processes, methods, product or technology. 
ihich of ths following do you use to pr<Dote imlovation? (pl.ease check) 
-----, ( l) Brainstoming sessions 
(2) Active suggestion system 
(J) Employee participation at meetings 
( 4) Reward employee input 
Have you adder any of t}le following in your operation "1th.in the la.st few years? 
---i (5) Computer, word processor 
--i ( 6) New menus and recipes 
---4 ( 7) Layout changes 
( 8) Revised job descriptions 
(9) New equipment (cooking, trsyline etc.) 
(10) New scheduling p:cocedures 
(ll) New meal delivery service 
(12) Other (please speci.fy)·_ ------------------
? • PROFITAIIILITX' - is defined as the ea:rned return on investment or the rela.t1ob.sh1p of revenue to costs. 
If your operation is for profit, how do you measure profitability? (please give fomulas) 
Sxceecil.ng the budget in your department results in 1 
!==i (1) Has never happened 
( 2) N9th1ng in particular 
(J) In·,estigation of causes and budget 
readjus"blent 
(4) Submission of written justification to 
administrators 
(5) Demerits 
( 6) Cut-off of fUnds 
( 7) Price increa.ses 
How do you detemine meal prices? § (8) Food cost.,. markup (9) Food + labor costs ( 10) Prices a.re state regulated 
(ll) Do not charge for patient meals/ 
do not have cafeteria 
(12) Other. _____________ _ 
?lease rate the seven performance criteria according to how m.uch time you spend evaluating each of them in your 
operation. Rank (on a scale of 1 to 7), giving the criteria on which you spend the moat time a .. 1 .. and so on 






___ Quality of Worklife 
--- Profi tabill ty 
?. Please rate the seven per:fomanc~ criteria according to how important they are to the successful operation of 
your foodservice facility, Rank(on a scalt> of l to 7), giving the criteria which you feel is the most important 






___ ~uali ty of l{orklife 
-- Profitability 
:o. ~e welcome your CCllUD.ents on this study, the questionnaire, or the definitions used. Do you have alteI:?l.ative 
definitions for the perfor:n.ance criteria which you woul.d prefer to see used? 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION l 
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APPENDIX E 
CHI SQUARE TABLES 
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>TA~l.E : Of EXP 
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I 2 
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. -: 31 













TOTAL 71 38 109 
65. 14 34.86 100.00 





UKEL!HOOO RATIO cHJsQUARIE. 
CONTINU!TV ADJ~ C~l~SQUARd 




















· ~~pi::cTrn .· 




TA!3LE OF>JRAIN BY WS 
R5 
COL PCT I 1 . ·.·.·.·. . I 2 .. ·. . I TOTA --- ;.:. __ :;,: .,..:. ... +.,. "" ... .,..,. .. :+.,. .. .,,•.,.;;,..;:,;. -+ 
"t l ' 30 .· 18 
2£:!,J 22.9 




••.••.;.C.--.- -- -'·~ -~.,. ;,:;_ ,:.,:. .,,.-+7.,..:._ - - -
27 34. 
3 1 . 9 29. 1 
0. B 0.8 
24. 11 31 . 19 I 55. 96 
<44.26\ 55:74. 
······47_37 G5.3B·· 
"'" __ .;.;; -,,;: ; .. .:..>+_, • .,.;.. .,.- - - -+··· 
TOTAL 57 52 109 
52.29 47.71 100.00 





LIKELIHOOD RATJU CHISQUARE 
CONTINUJTY ,~DJ. CHI-SQUARE 










1 . PR08 00 0. 0893 
PRQBc0.0443 
PROB=0.0819 




















·.·.·.··.·· ' .. 40,35 . 
..o;>·c....:. _ -+,;-.-, ".;.- ~-+-














CONTINUilY<\OJ~ .. CHl;..SQUARE 














OF« . · j 
PROB=0.0265 
.. PROB=O. 0436 
PROB=0.0215 
PROB=0.0352 
20:3U MONDAY, OClOllEI< 17, 19!3:1 2·11 
w 
O"l 




CELL CHI 2 
PERCENT 
ROW PCT 
lABLE Of SYS UY R3 
R3 
COL PCT I 1 I 2 I TOTAL 
---------+--------+--------+ 
. 31 61 I 98 
34.2 63.8 
o. 3 0. 2 
2a.44 61.47 I 09_91 
31.63 68.37 
. 8 I . 58 94 . 3'7 
---------+--------+--------+ 
2 I 7 4 I 
3.8 7.2 
2.6 1. 4 




TOTAL 38 71 





STATISTICS FOR 2-WAY lABLES 
WARNING: OVER 20% OF THE CELLS HAVE EXPECTED COUNTS LESS THAN 5. 




CRAM£R' S V 
LIKELIHOOD qATIO CHISQUARE 
CONTINUITY ADJ. CllI-SQUARE 


























TABLE Of EXP BY R3 
R3 
· I 2 
~- ~;~7-+~;; __ ~-~ 
} 1;f ·.· . . 2· 
19.2 ~5 8 
2 .0 1. 1 
TOTAL 
11 . 93 38. 53 I 5o. 46 
23.64 76.36 
•a4 .. 21 59,15 
"--'·"-+- ~·.;. _ - ... - -+ 
25 29 
18.8 35.2 
2. 0 1. 1 
22.94 26.61 I 49.54 
46,30 .53:70 
65;79. 40.85 
- - ->..:'.;,,.;.,-+ ..... - .,.;..., - - -+ 
TOTAL 38 71 109 
34.86 65.14 100.00 





!.-IKEL,.11-!00D RATlO CHI SQUARE f · • 
C(,JNTINU l TY ~DJ; t~U-SQUARE . 
































LlKELIHOOI) RATIO CHi$QUARE 
COl'JTINIJ!IY :)OJ; CHI.,.SQUARt 
flS!IER'S (:XACT TEST ( 1.,.TAlL) 
(2-TAIL) 
I 2 













2Q:31J MllNOAY, OCIOllLR 17, 1fHl3 4G~i 
w 
<.O 








tA8LE OF svs 
R2 
COL PCT. I 1 ... ·.· I 2 ... · .1 TOTAL 
























3. 67 I 10.09 
36,36 
5Alf 
- .... - -- • __ ;_+;..;;:;. ... ~-:i. c.:i-'-c..,;....'-c<;.:;.,.,+.•. 
TOT AL 36 73 109 
33.03 66.97 100.00 
WARNING: OVER 20% OF THE CELLS HAVE EXPECTED COUNTS 






LIKELIHOOD RATIO CHISQUARE 
CONTINUITY ADJ. CHI-SQUARE 
FISHER'S EXACT TEST ( 1-TAIL) 
TEST. 
5. 182 OF= 
.co.21s 



















lABLE -OF SYS BY R7 
R7 
I 2 TOTAL 
- -'-'- -,;,_ -·-~·,;,_"- ~--"-" ,,~+--,, - - " - __ ,..+ --- ---- -< .• -_ .• 12 --- -- -------- 86 I - 98 --
14.4 83;6 
o. 4 0. 1 
1 1 . o 1 . 1 a . 90 I 8 9 . 9 1 
12.24 87.76 













. .,..., ~- ...... ~- ""':'."'"-,... ...,. .... .,..., ... 
TOTAL 16 93 
14.68 85.32 
STATlsru:s FOR 
··. _-_ .. · .. -.. _.-.. - ·-::: 
[)l/£R 2QX. QF HiE CELLS HAVE f:XPECT!!D COWNTS LESS THAN 'i); 
TABLE IS SO SPARSE THAT CHI-SQUARE MAY NOT BE A VALID1 'TEST. 
CHI-SQUARE 
. PHJ _.---·---·--····-•·-··-·• ... < _>•------· 
CONHNGENCYVCOEFFIC 1 
CRAMER'S v -- .---.--
LIKELIHOOD RATIO CHISQUARE 
CONTINUITY ADJ. CHI-SQUARE 
FISHER'S EXACT TEST (1-TAIL) 






















TABLE Qf .svs BY. Rl3 
RG 
• CELL CH{2 
PERCENT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCT TOTAL 
..,,..,.,.,.,c..,~.-"' ~+--,.;;, .,,.,.,.;.., -+--.~ .,.~- ~ -+ / 
1 . 6 











-+:.. ..• ;. ___ _ 
98 . 
3 E! I 11 
0.9 10.1 
4. 8 0. 4 
2.75 7.34 
·.21;27 . 72;7<1 
_ 33~33 i.OQ 
.., -.., .... ..,.,, "- - -+:·,·'" ,. . .,: .;.;,.; "·"'+.,,:- -;. ... _ - ;..~. 
TOTAL 9 100 109 
B': .• 26 91. 74 100.00 
.·• ... ·: ··············.····.·: .. , . . . •• • •• • / : • . . $TAJlSTtCS F()R 2-.WAV TABLES 
WARNING: OVER 20% HAVE E)(P£CHD laOUNTS LESS THAN 5. 
·· ··· TABLE· is so SPARSE THAT cHr:..souARE MX'v NOT BE A \/Auo TEST. 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO CHISQUARE 
CONTINUITY ADJ. CHI-SQUARE 
FISHER'S EXACT TEST (1-TAIL) . . . ... .... ... ... . . (2.,.TAIL) 
5.840 
























. -""-.,--.,.--+.,-- .. _,,.,.,., ----
1 I .. 47 1 
41. 8 G. 2 
0.6 4. 3 
43.12 0.92 
97.92 2.08 
49. 47 7. 14 
3.4 
11. 93 
2 f: 31 
92 .86 
,-.--.. - ... - . .,..+ .•. 
48 
TOTAL 95 14 109 
87. 16 12.84 100.00 







OF.,, • 1 • PROB"O. 0029 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT 
CRAMER'S V 
L!KEL!HOOD RATIO cHISQUARE 
CONTINUITY l.DJ. CHI -SQUARE 






















COL PCT I 1 I 2 I TOTAL 
--;.+--~*""'""""+-- -"'.-,. -.,. .. 







45.83 . . 
0.9 








. 63; 93 
63 .93. 
" - -,-".'7.C"., ,,+.,,,...., -,;..,...,,,..+:..- - .,--.,,. ""+ .. · 
TOT AL 48 G 1 109 
44.04 55.96 100.00 
STATISTICS FOR 2-WAY TABLES 







3;681 Lil<ELIHOOD RATIO. C.HISQUARE 
CONnNUlTY ~DJ. qu~SQUARE 
FISHER'S EXACT TEST (!-TAIL) 
(2-TAIL) 
. 2. 875 
OF= . 1 PROB"0.0585 
OF~ 1 PRDB"0.0900 
PROB=0.0449 
PROB=0.0802 




'TABLE OFcTRAIN ev EFj~65 
TRAIN 
, • rnEQUENCY 







"'' - - "'" ;"+-,.; . .,,,:..,,. ,.._ ~+.,. ~ ,.,. ... - -.c:+::.? .· 
CHfcsQUARE: 
PHI 
37 1 · . f 1 






2.4 37 • 
34. 1 26. 9 
3 .o 3. 8 
22.02 33.94 
!]9.34 60.66 
· .. ' 39.34 . 77:0(!. 
- ~ "C'.-':--,,+t-,. .,..,. -,"-.-'.,- '""i'"C'.:"" ,..;.._·,cc+ 
TOTAL 61 48 109 
55.96 44.04 100.00 
FDR 2-WAY 1AB~ES 
15 •. 524 OF". 
0.377 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT 0.353 
CRAMER'S V . 
LIKELIHOOci RATIO CHISQUARE 
CONT J NU I TY ~OJ; CHI.;. SQUARE 






















CUL PCT I 1 I 2 I TOTAL 
---------+--------+--------+ 
0 I 1 0 
0.4 0.6 
0.8 0 6 
0.92 o.oo I 0.92 
100.00 0.00 
2. 17 o.oo 
---------+----
1 I 2 3 I 5 
2. 1 2. 9 
0.0 0.0 
1. 83 2. 75 I 4. 59 
40.00 60.00 
4. 35 . 4. '76 
---------+--------+--------+ 
12 16 I 
11 .8 16. 2 
0.0 0.0 
11 .01 14. 68 I 
42.86 57. 14 
26.09 25.40 
---------+--------+--------+ 
19 29 I 
20.3 27.7 
o. 1 0. 1 
17. 43 26.61 I 
39.58 60.42 
4 1. JO 46.0J 
---------+--------·-------
1 11 I 
5. 1 6.9 
3.3 2.4 
0.92 10.09 I 
8.33 91. 67 
2. 17 17 .46 
---------+--------+--------+ 
5 I 11 4 I 
6.3 8.7 
3.4 2.5 


















'..llM1 •.>• l(..::. ro~ 2-WAV TAnLES 
W'l\l~Nl~Ki OVEI? ?O'Y- or THE C[l LS llhV( f..<.flfCIEf) COUNlS LESS TllAN 5 
IM~I f 15 SU SPARSF THAI tltl <:,1)1JAR( MAV NOT Hf A VALID TEST. 
Clll -50UAIH 13. 123 Of• 5 
Piii 0.347 
CONJ INr.ENCV COE FF ICIENI 0.328 
CRAMER·5 V 0.347 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO CHJSOUARE 14.746 OF• 5 

















42 13 .. 
46 .4 8. 6 .... 
0 4 2. 3 ... 
38. 53 11 . 93 ... 
76. 36 23. 64 • 
45.65 76.47,. 
---------+--------+--------+ 
2 I 50 4 I 
45.G 8.4 
0.4 2.3 
45.87 3.67 I 
92.59 7. 4 1 
54.35 23. 53 
---------+--------+--------+ 













CRAMFR' S V 
LIKELIHOOD RAllO CHISWUARE 
CONTINUilY ADJ. CHI-SUUARE 











PR013=0. 0 Hl5 
PROB=O 0169 
PROB =O. 038·1 
PRDB=O.fJl7':J 
1-'IWB=O. o:uG 



















<1<1 - 57 

















5 - ']6 
17. 6:) 
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SfAl!STICS FOR 2-WAY lAllLES 
CHI-SQUARE 
Ptl l 
CONTHJGENCY COE FF I C:IENT 
CRt.MEf<'S V 
LIKELIHOOD RAfIO CIHSQUAHE 
CONTINUITY AD.J. Clll-SOUAIH. 
FISHER'S lXACI TE:ST ( 1-IAlL) 










PIWU "0. <~U4) 
PR<Jl:·•O. ou.r; 
f'fWl:l ,O. 000-1 
PROB"U. <i(J_,,, 
f'RIJh <) Ut:.. 

















- ·- - - - - - - -+- - - - - .. - - +-- - - -- -- - - -+ 
TOTAL 
39 12 I 51 
2 
43.0 B.O 
0. 4 2. 1 
35. TB 1 1 . o 1 I 46. 79 
7G . .47 23.53 
42.39 70.59 
---+--------·- - .. -- -· + 
53 5 
49.o I 9.0 










TOTAL 92 17 109 
84.40 15 60 100.00 




Cl~AMER' S V 
0. 201 
0. 205 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO CHISQUARE 
CONTINUITY ADJ. CHJ-SUUARE 
ll'iHfR'S EXACT IEST (I-TAIL) 
( 2 ·I A II ) 
•I. G59 OF~ 
J. ':i20 OF~ 
PROB 0 0.032:J 
PROB ~o . G'.JO'J 
PROB ~o. Ol>lH, 
f.'ROB~o. 0'.'cl'J 
P~<LIB~o (l:l1\, 












COL PCT I I I 2 I TOTAL 
---------+--------~--------+ 
Q I 0 I 
0.0 o. 2 
0.8 2.6 




1 I 5 o 
3. 9 I. I 
O.J 1. I 




2 I 22 6 I 20 
21.6 6. 4 
o.o 0.0 
20.18 5.50 I 25.69 
78.57 21 .43 
26.19 24.00 
---------+--------+--------+ 
3 I 40 8 I 48 
37 .o I I .0 
0.2 0.8 
36.70 7.34 I 44.04 
83.33 16. 67 
47.62 32 .00 
---------·--------+--------+ 
G G I 12 
9.2 2.8 
I. 1 3.8 
5.50 s.5o I I I .01 
50.00 50.00 
7. 14 24 .00 
---------+--------+--------+ 
5 I 11 4 I 15 
1I.6 3,4 
0.0 Q. I 
I0.09 3.67 I 13.76 
73.33 26.67 
13. 10 16.00 
---------+--------+--------+ 
TOTAL 84 25 109 
77.06 22.94 100.00 
STATISTICS FOR 2·WAY TABLES 
;..ARNING: OVER 20%. or 111t CELLS H/\VE. EXPE~l(U u;ur~IJ. LE.!:.S lHAN 5 
TABLE IS SO SPARSE THAT CHI-SQUARE MAY NOT BE A VALID TEST. 
CHI -SOUARE 11 .042 DF • 5 
PHI 0.318 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT 0.30~ 
CRAMER'S V 0.318 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO CHISOUARE I 1.009 Of• 5 
PROIJ•O 0505 
PROB"O 05 l"J 








CELL Ctll 2 
PERCENT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCI . 
OUA14 
---------+--------·--------+ 
0 I 1 0 
0 8 0. 2 
0. 1 0.2 
0.92 o.oo I 
100.00 0.00 















18 10 I 
22. 1 5 .9' 
0.8 2.8 




3 I 42 6 I 
37.9 10.1 
0.5 I. 7 
38.53 5.5o I 
87.50 12.50 
48.84 26 .09 
---------+--------+--------+ 
7 5 I 
9.5 2.5 
0.6 2.4 
6.42 4.59 I 
58.33 41.67 
8. 14 21. 74 
-------+--------+ 
5 I 13 2 I 
11. 8 3.2 
0.1 0.4 
11. 93 1 .83 I 
86.67 IJ. 33 




















STAl!SllCS fUR 2·WAY lABLES 
WARNING OVER 201'. OF THE CELLS HAVE EXPECIElJ CDUNIS LESS lllAN 5. 
TABLE IS SO SPARSE !HAT Ctll ·SOUARf MAY NOT BE A VALID !EST 
Ctll·SOUAR( 10.921 OF• 5 
Pit! 0.317 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT 0 302 
CRAMER'5 V 0.317 
LIKELIHOOD RAllO CHISOUARE t t. 584 OF• 5 
2(1 .Jt1 MOtJ[)Ar. OCIUEL!: 1 1•1<1 l 
PROBrQ.053C 
CJ1 
PROO '0 0-110 
SAS 










- - • - ~ - - ·- - I - c .. - .. - .. - + - - - - - - - ·- ~ 
~~· -----·- ;. 
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4 1. 6 
0.7 
4:i. 17 































I Jl<H lllDOD RATIO Cll!SQUM<E 
'flNl JNIJ.!TY ADJ. CHI :;IJIJ/\RE 
! I q lfp "; E >' M:: r n: s T (_ 1 - T A 1 l. 
() 1f\11 




c. 194 nr~ 
4. q~)(i nr:~ 
PROB~0.0141 
PPDfl 0 0.012a 
PP0B-o.02co 
PRD8-0.0123 
PP rm -o O? 17 































2 I 41 ., I 54 
42. 6 11 4 
0.5 1.7 
4 :i . 1 :> 6 ,12 I ·19 ~' 4 
!DIAL 
87.04 12.96 












CfiAMER' S V 
LlKEL!HOQl) RATIO Cl1ISqUAf~E 
CONTINUITY ALhJ. Clll SQUARE 
f f';11rn'S f.XACr TESI ( 1-TAlL 
( '.! I A I l 
4 . .i ~)I 
0 I >Ill 





u r ~ 
LlF ~ 




l'l<UH •() U'>'t.· 








('(LI. Cl I I 2 
P[PCFNT 
















46. 5 1 I GI). 2) 
- f-- ..• - - -- I· 
it~; !) I 
r.12. 6 11. 4 
0.3 1. () 
42.?0 7 3,1 I 
85. I CJ 1" . 8 1 
1 3. 48 :M .78 
- - ·- :t- -· ·-- - - - - - . -t· - - - ·- ·- - - 1' 
TOTAL RG 21 








STAflSllCS rOR 2-WAY TllRLES 
fl! ')QUl\l~E 2.540 or~ 1· PROB~0.1110 
r II 
r;wn !NGFNCY COFFF fCIENT 
r I«'\ MU<'~; V 
I !KE Llll(JOlJ RAt!O CHT'irJUMl.E 
· r.JF,JT fNJJl TY A!Jd. CHI -SOUhl~t· 
'l'~llfP'<; EXACI H'.'iT ! I ·TA!l) 









PROB~o. 1"14 I 
PROl3~0.0R66 
PROB =O. ViflG 
'0:1A MONnav. OC108ER 17. 1983 33 
<.Tl 
+:> 
.'O .. Hl f.H1fJ1Ji.r, 1VIUl.lfR 1'7, 1983 462 
SAS 










---·------·!-------- · 1------- ··•· 
!UTAL 
-17 I I I 4B 
43.2 4.B 
0. 3 3. 1 
43. 12 0.92 I •l-1. O<I 
91 92 2.08 
41.9G '9 .09 
-- -· ·- -- - -- - ·- f- -· - - -- - - - -- + -- - ·- -- - -- - t 
2 I 51 10 I bl 
54.8 6.2 
0.3 2.4 
46.79 9 17 I 55 ~() 
8'.3.61 16. 39 
52.04 90.91 
-- -·-·• - ··---·---··t·--·---- -·-+ 
TOIAL 98 11 109 
8 9 . 9 1 1 0 . 09 1 00 ' 00 
SlATlSflCS FOR 2-WAY TABLES 
WM<N!NG: UVEf~ 20% OF 'lilt CELLS HAV[ EXPECTED COUNIS LESS THAN 5. 





LIKELIHOOO RAl 10 CHISQUARE 
CONTINUITY AOJ. CHI-SQUARE 






7 - 1 ~)() 




PkOH=O u I :J, 
PIWB•O (JU7~. 






























--·--- ·-· +--------+ 









11. 1 j 
30.00 












STATISTICS fOR 2 WAY lALlLES 
Cl If -·SqUAf~E 
Pl I I 
CONllNGENCY COEFFICIENI 
Cf~AMEI?' S V 
LJKELlllOOO f~ATIU CillSQUAl<L 
CUNllNUlTY AUJ. CHI·S(JlJARF 
f I'.;llER'S OACI lE~·;r ( 1 TAIL.) 










PROB =O. O~i ~l I 
i>R01.l"0.0~:i0:. 
PR DB" 0 . <)9 1 L 
f'PDB o0.0·1'1'' 
Pl<UI'. <). (lfl I 1> 












COL PCT I I I 2 I TOTAL 
















2 26 I 28 
3.• 24.6 
o.6 o. 1 




2 •& I 
5.8 42.2 
2.5 0.3 
1. 85 42.59 I 













9 1. 67 
1 1 58 
---·-----+--------·--------· 
5 I 6 9 I 
1 .8 13.2 
9.7 1 .3 
5.56 8.33 I 
40.00 60.00 














l I :36 THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, .1983 I• I 
~fATISTICS fUR 2-~At TABLES 
•ARNING OVER 20/. OF THE CELLS HAVE EXPECTED COUNTS LESS THAN 5. 
TABLE IS SO SPARSE THAT CHI-SQUARE MAY NOT BE A VALID TEST. 
CHI -SQUARE 18.367 UF• 4 PROB•0.0010 PHI 0.412 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT 0. 381 
CRAMER'S V 0.412 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO CHISOUARE ". 5/J OF• 4 PROB•0.0057 Ol 
-......r 
c,·, Ii Ii., ltililhlJll'r. th:IOIH.I./ 20, 1983 161 














0. 1 11. 9 
7. I 0. 1 
0. 93 10. 19 
8.J3 91. 67 
100.00 10. 2fl 














10(). ( ]'j 











SfAllSTlCS FUR 2 WAY IAULES 
WARNING: UVER 20% OF Tiff CELLS HAVE EXPECTED COUNIS LES'.; ll-IAN ti. 
TABLE IS SO SPARSE THAT CHI -SQUARE MAY NOT BE A VAL Iii It:; I 




LIKELIHOOD RA I IO CHI SQUAln 
CONTINUITY l\DcJ. CHI--SQUl\llf 
FlStlER'S EXACT TEST ( 1·11\ll 
( 2 I A I I 
fl. U/'..i OF 
(l ;11 :J 
(). 2Ll•I 
() 2"1J 
·I ·11 I Of" 
1 . ~)·l c Df" 
PR Of~= 0. U0 1l ~-) 
f'Rllb"O ()]d~, 
P!<OB 0 0 2t:lf1 
Pl~Oll••O I 11 1 
PIWU 1 0. 11 i; 
U1 
co 
SAS Ii :Ji, ltlUk~,IJAY, !JCfOl;EI~ 20, l~Hl:.l 1tj} 










-··-·--·- .. -·+----·--I ·I 
2 










n~i. 9 1 




0. 1 10. ~l 
B.O () 1 
0.92 ~) 11 
9.09 !~0.'}1 
100. 00 9.:>t) 
·-+·-- .. ··-·-·+· 
I 1llH 








89. >l 1 
11 
1 o. u~., 
109 
100.00 
SfAllSflCS FOR~ WAY !ABLES 
.IARNlNti: OVlR 20% OF 'Iii£ CELLS HAVE E.XPfCTEO CCJUN'IS L.LSS ll\AN S. 





LI KELI HODO RA l Ill CHI S(JlJlll~E 
CONTINUITY l\Ud. CHI-'.i(jlJl\Rf 











,, I< lJ fl "0 . (j()} ·1 
PfWB~o.o:Jut 
PIWB 0 0. llLJ:< 
f'ROl:l=O. IUU'1 











COL PCT , 
FFf]C4 
2 









1_ .j. ~''.'_'_ I .f_,~,. 45 __ 
13.'.!'.l ')~)::2'1 




2 I 1~ I 1e I 54 
j 1 .9 42.1 
1 4 () 4 
14 ~n J~.86 •1!1' 54 
?•1. G:l 70.'.l? 
GG.G1 44.71 
.. - +-.. -- l· 
IClTl\I 24 R5 109 
:n.02 n <Jfl 100.00 
5 'I I\ t I ';Tl C: S f' llR 7. W fl V T l\fl Lt S 
' 11 / SQUl\RE 
till 
inll!NGENCY f:OEFf'!C::IrNl 
•' '.M[[I' S V 
, I I Cl. 11 IOOD i~Al Jf) CllI SQUl\RE 
,· rH·lf lNUl TY ADd. CHl-'.;QIJl\Rt 
I J';"f:P"; EXl\Ct HST ( 1· lAlLJ 
( '2 · r I\! I ) 
:'J. 611 DF~ 
(1' j 82 
0' 179 
0' 111? 
'.l (;Gil DF., 
:~ 7 nr; or~ 















ROW F·c r 
COL PCI 
EFF I C·I 
2 
•·· ---·- --- + --. - -····----I - ·· - -· ·- -- ··· -t 
TOfAL 
5 I . 5_0 I 55 
12.1 '12.:) 
4.2 I 1.2 
., 1.)9 
9. U9 
. 20. ID 
·- - .• -- - - f -· -· -· - -· . f 
2 I t9 




1 ·1 . •I:! 
J:i '9 




,, ,_,. 8 7 
'.JO. ~l 1 
58.82 . 





G4. B 1 













Cl~AMER' S V 
Lll<ELlHOOD l~ATIO CllIS(JUAIH. 
CONrIMJllY ADd. Ctll-SQUAR! 
II SHER'S EXACT TEST ( 1 TAIL) 
( 2 I A I I. J 
10. nos 
(). :.1 1 !i 
0 '.JOU 
0 '.J 1 ~J 








Pk013 •O 0(10'! 
Pl~Oll"() (I() I I 
,., ltliJi.' .IJl,Y. U•~TOIH_f, 20, 1'3!33 t31l 
m 
~')A~~ 
,,, l•liJ;.· .l;,\1, U!,fUUlk .!U, 1883 IGtl 




CELL CHI 2 
PEIKENI 
rrnw PC I 
HF lC4 
COL PCT l 1 I :>. I IOTAl 


































1 ()<). 00 
'.} I A I 1 S I I\:'.; l'lH< 2 W f\ ·,· ·r A8 LL S 
\.IM{NlNG: OVLI~ :.!0'1.. ur HIE CELLS HAVL EXPl:CllU ClJUNf~.; l.E~;s [HAN !.) 
rMlLf IS SO SPAl<SE lHAT Clil SQUAl<E MAY NUI Bl /I VAl lfJ 11.',T. 




l.IKELIHOOL) RAI JO Ul!Sl)UAl<I 
CONTINU!fY Arid. Clll '~UIJAl<I 
fI';HER'S EXACI IF';I ( 1 I/Ill) 
(L I/Ill) 
:l 'J 1·1 








i'IHJ!l ·U. ().I'/'' 
Pl~lH~ ·~u i.1iib 1 
P 1:_iu1~ :(). I I Uri 
Pi~d!"i ~·. U Ol1 :.11 

















Ff FI C,1 
·-· - I 




























,17. 7 1 
ftC.,.?'3 
6 1 . 113 










STA11srt~<; FOR ?-WftY TABLES 
' 11 r ';QUA RE 
l'ltl 
c:o~n INGENCY COEFFTCHN1 
c IVIMff~'S V 
I fl<LLlHOOtJ RAitO CllTSQUMI[ 
· UNrJNUlTY AOJ. CHl·S<JUAl~r: 
!';llf'R'S CXAC:l HSI (1-TAll.) 
(? I A II) 
4. :!!:"17 
() . 1 'lfl 
O. Hl4 





tJ r ~ 









'._) [',., t ~ 






ROW PC r 
f.)Wl_,1 
COL PCT I I I 2 I fOTAI 
I··' .. - .. .. - _, .. - ... - + 







-I 'l (J'J 
,J I . '.i <1 





• " .J.. ,• ·- - . -- - . -· J 
:rn 16 I 
~-12 ~~ :) 1 Fl 
1 (l 1 5 
'."H. 86 f<1 GA I 
"10.:'H 29,83 
!:il:l. 4fi :.Hi.]~ 
I .... - ... - -
f; r .1 44 






STllf[STl<'; FDR 2 Wf\V 11\FlLES 
I 11 '«JU~PL 
; II 
11rJ1 Jr.J(>ENC:Y COFFI' !Cll"f·Jf 
IC1\M(ll'S V 
J!<El. lllOOD RAlill CHlS(JlJl\f!L 
11r.Jf !NUlTY AIJtl. CHl-SrJlJAl-ll 
'f'.;llfl"S EXflCI TES! ( 1-TlllL) 
(2-Tfl!L) 
~J . 1 :; (3 
(). ~1 1 ., 
0.?12 
O,?l"T 







PfWl3 c(). O:.i86 
PR08"0.0190 
PR0f3r0.0317 












tABU or SIZE nv QWI 1 
QWL1 
0 2 
~---------~-~-- ------1--. ---- -- ~-- ----•--!· 
TOTf\L 
1 I 39 I , 1 I 51 
0.5 34.2 16.4 




·3~) 7 R 
.7G _ 4 7 
53.'12 
10 09 
2 1 . s-; 
~l f. •Ll 
-----··----+----------~---· , ________ --4 
LJt\, 79 
2 I 0 34 2 4 1 oe 
0.5 38.8 
0.5 0.6 






4 I. 38 
6 8 . ~i 7 
- -- -- - ..f -- -- - -- - -l- - - - -- -- - - - l - - - - - -- - - f 






Slf\TJ<;IJCS !OR') Wl\Y TllBLfS 
wARNlNG: OV[R ')()';( or Ill[ Cfl.l.S lff\lif f ~Pf:CTED ClllJNIS LE';S lHMJ 5. 
1M11.F IS <;fl Sf'/\t.>':F lilf\I 1111 ",(JlJf\Rf: MllY NIH eE f\ V/\LIO HSI. 
' 111 · SCJ\JlllH 5 7·1!1 
! 111 0 /JO 
'IJNl!NGENCY CULFl'IC!ENT () '.'/·I 
'.IU1M~ P'S V o. :·:io 



































u.::::. --- - ;-
z :..u = z .. ~· u 
~:,:_;tic.. 
~!..:..:~:!3_..; 















:::J "· "' '.'.) ·;; 
..,. i..C - -x:. ,._ ~~ 
0 c2 '.) - 0 :--..., ,... ' 
~I en - ·-~ ·~ .'i .. .') (""'./ - - ('"~ - N ,... 
- "' 5 0 0 -(.'.) G1 0 ' '.) c 0 




:::J '.) "' 
~' 
- <'." ~ 
"' :;; :SJ 




0 8 ~ 




































' .. r; 
z:::: 
< _.: = <( ,.... > 
V1< 
(.)~ 













UJ :..; > .:J 
:l:: z = < ;..U ;,,'10 
5 ~-~ = 
l/I :- ~ ~ 
- - z <::.:::: :;: =::; ~­





















__J li'l <!:! 




._, ro - c '-' 
~ r- r- r-
., -
" ·' lC "' rr. (") !'- \.[; 
l!'l N ::::· ~ !'- -
I - ,.. N r-
("~ " ~- .-- ,, r. 
-------+------->- ~ 
':,;,::,-1-f-!--= -' = z u l. 
I.WI-:_:-.:..:....: 0.. 0... = v u. 
Ow....JC::'.3_1 
~U....-i-.1 GD 
















(; ,.,_ c !'-
!'- 0 (<, C:· - - ~ ~ 
~ - "' 

























; :;?; ~~ ~ 
- C'\I - -occc 
-0000 
t; I r: 1: 
[l'.) !::, u: c: 
0 c C':::; 
:Cc: r ... · ,..,,. rv 




c:: !L < < 
<:: <! ~ -- -' c ::::- ~\ 
t-"';:.,'j--
c = l~ 
-~ -::.1.-
<: s I..) 
0:"" < 
>- >-




::i r~ :1 







COi PC f 
INN1 





.. - . -· .. - . + 
11 




:u. D•l I 10 00 I 44 . 04 
n . oa ;i 2 . 9 2 
. 56.0G 2b.58 
2 
Ill I AL 




























Cl~AMFR' S V 
LI!([ Li llOCJD l~A I 10 Cl 11 ', t~UA I< F 
CONTlNUl I Y A!Jd CHI '.,t)UA!<l 
! JSllHi''.) OACI ILSI (I lAlL) 
U IAIL l 
~l.Blci Df ·· 
0. J(;() 
0 :,> ll I 
0 :JOO 
1\J. 126 [)I = 
H. GI'/ DI= 
PROB• U. (Jl ' 
PROl.l•U.Ul· 
PfHHl •().UC· ! 
t·IWl~"ll IJ •: 
Pl<llll •I) (II 




fAUL[ or SILL UY 1NN5 
SIZE !NW> 
FRUJUENCV 





·r- -+ -• 
. 2 I fOTAL 
- - ~ - -· - , ....... I 
10 I 4 t I 51 
.. , .. - I 
2 
- ' 
I 0 IAL 




CIUIMER 'S V 
L I KE LI 1100!) l~A TI 0 CIH S(/UAl<L 
CONIINUITY ADJ. CHl-SQUAl·ff 
I I ,11U<'S f.l\ACT fES"I (I !All) 
( 2 T /\ 11 ) 
!:i !:J!J J 
· (). 2 J I 
u :i:·B 







f'ROC ~o. 0 1.n 
PROB 0 0.02~i<.' 
PROFJ•O.Uii 0J 
PRDt; -CJ. U.' .·· · 









CELL CHI 2 
PERCENT 
POW PCT 








14 ~1 I I 51 
19.2 :~ 1 . 8 
1. 4 0.8 
12.84 ::u. 04 I 46.79 
:;> 1. 45 72 ~l5 
l·l' Vi -~)4 4 1 
. - . - .. I· - -·i 
27 :i 1 I ~)!~ 
21. 8 3G.2 
I. 2 0.7 
24.77 ?8.44 I 5'.l '2 1 
4G.55 53.45 
6~>.!'.l~i ,15. 59 
.... - - ~-- ...... - .. -+ 
4 1 68 109 
:n .61 (;2. 39 100.00 
SfAfJSf \CS FOP 2-Wl\Y 1A8LE$ 
'!I 'C,!JllM!I. 
'ii 
I'll I Nr;r r~CY C[)f IF !CJ I NT 
'!\MFR'<; I/ 
I! 11 llllJIJU lir.·t JO CllT'-;r)lllll:t 
·11J I JrJI) I Ii' l\UcJ. Clll --'.;<,11Jfll .. 'l 
-'II I'";! rt,1,I lf.Sl (I rr.fl 
( ;> I A! I l 
·1 . ') 19 DF~ 1 
··() 197 
o. 1 cJ:i 
0 . I rn ,, ;•1 <1 or- 1 





PROH ~o. Otlfl'l 












TALILE OF Sill UV PROF1 
PROF1 
2 
------+--------+--- ---- ·+----·---+ 
o I 13 38 
U o· ·"' 42.5 2.4 0.5 
12 .O·I 35. 19 
:!!.> ."4~) 74.51 
'12. 22 42.22 



















HJT A I. 1B 90 108 
Hi.E.i'/ 8J.33 100.00 




Ll~AMFR' S V 
LlKEl.HIOOD RArJU CltlS(JlJAr~E 
CONl INUilY AO.I. Clll · SlJUARE 
flSHf.f?'S EXACT JEST (1··1All.) 
(:> I A 11 ) 












PRCJEl QO. 0 Ill"/ 
PIWB•-O.o:i.. I 









T AUU or llOS BY PROF I I 
PROF 11 
COL PCT I 0 I I I 2 I TOTAL 
---------+--------+--------·--------+ 
0 I 0 0 I 
0.0 0.1 0.9 
0.0 0.1 0.0 
0.00 0.00 0.92 I 0.92 
0 00 0.00 100 00 
0.00 0.00 I .OJ 
---------+--------+--------+--------+ 
0 J 2 I 5 
0.0 0.5 •.4 
0.0 12.3 1. J 
0.00 2.75 1. BJ I 4.59 
0.00 60.00 40.00 
0.00 27. 27 2.06 
-----+--------+-r-----
0 1 27 I 28 
O.J 2.8 24.9 
O.J I. 2 0.2 
o.oo 0.92 24.77 I 25.69 
0.00 3.57 96.43 
o.oo 9.09 27.84 
---------+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 0 47 I 48 
0. 4 4.8 4 2. 7 
0.7 4.8 o. 4 
0.92 0.00 43. 12 I 44.04 
2.08 0.00 97.92 
100.00 0.00 48.45 
---------+--------+--------+--------+ 
0 4 8 I 12 
o. 1 1. 2 10.7 
0.1 6.4 0.7 
0.00 3.67 7.34 I 11. 01 
0.00 3J.3J 66.67 
0.00 36.36 8.25 
---------+--------+--------+--------+ 
5 ., 0 3 12 I 15 
0. 1 1.5 13.3 
0.1 1. 5 o. 1 
0.00 2.75 11.01 I 13.76 
0.00 20.00 80.00 
0.00 27.27 12.37 
---------+--------·-------~+--------+ 
TOTAL 1 1 I 97 109 
0.92 10.09 88.99 100.00 
STATISTICS tOR 2·WAV TABLES 
'"RNING ovrn 20'/. or lllE CELLS HAVE E•PECHD COUNTS LESS !HAN 5. 
TABLE IS SO SPARSE THAT CHI-SQUARE MAY NOT BE A VALID TEST. 
Cit!· SQUARE 30. 393 OF• 10 PROB •0. 00Cl7 
PHI 0.528 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT 0.467 
CRAMER'S V 0.373 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO CHISOUARE 27.098 OF• 10 PROB ..,0. 002 S 
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